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public is invited.
On Wednesday, February 2, at 3
p.m. The Richard Valentine Puppet-,
will return to present -Lester Skunk's
Unbirthday Party."
,jawa_44_...wellisziftmLligraugg_aild Co-op Power Charges To Droptroupe 'performing only original 
plays
Again In February, Walker SaysRichard Valentine, producer of the
The Murray Ledger & Times
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MORE SNOWMEN—Yesterday's weather-forced cancellation of school in Murray and Calloway County gave
another opportunity to our community's snow sculptors. In the top photo, Samir Maufoud (standing) and Bryan
Duncan (in igloo) show off their work, an igloo and two eskimos built at the Maufoud home, 1609 Catalina. Three
pairs of hands combined to build a "snow family" (bottom photo). tett to right are Ward Simmons. Buddy Sim-
mons and Mark Doran.
- slats Phokm,bv Gene mcCutcheon
Theatre Company To Perform
At Calloway County Library.
An improvisational theatre company
for children ia scheduled to perform at
the 'Calloway' County Public Library
Wednesday, January 26 at 3:00 p.m.
"Pick a Fable - Any Fable!" will be
presented-by-The Thieving-Magples-, a
Magpies, also operates his own puppet
theatre that performed at the library
twice last fall. As with the puppet Some 24,500 members of the West power plant fuel and pinrcliased pow ,
shows, the audience will participate a Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative However, Walker said, for hom..-
great deal in the development-of the got a small ray of sunshine today, in the witkelectric heat, the cold weather an
plot. But since the play uses live actors, midst of the coldest winter in recent heav37-nower use this winter have a
not puppets, the children will be playing years, when John Edd Walker, general much bigger effect on electric bills tha; -
parts on stage in addition to being the- manager of the co-op, announced that _these monthly variations', in poise:
audience. TVA power charges„will decline again . charges, "So heating bills will h..
'The scenes and plays will be made up in February. 
'
large.'!. -
as the show progresses since there is no; This will mean e savings of 54 cents Next month, though, he said the
script or °Udine for, "11-ek a Fable.' per thousand kilowatt hours below the- average cost per 'kilowatt hour of
The title implies just what the show will January. level of charges foi'residential electrisity zsedwill be gerfecally-a-littlu - -
be - the act,prs or the-audience pick a
story, any story. .1Vter that, what you the -fifth ;straight . decline in monthly mutant- • -
''will see on the Stage is unrehearftd, charges that vary With TVA's costs for The *est Kentucky. RECC manager
• also- said that due-to-the extremely cold
  stories are often created and're-created Moil i
'though it is not -unprepared; and the- Subscrption weather and icy road conditions in
torecent weeks,.it has been impossible
Jeff Lackey, senior at Murray State,
before your eyes. Rates Go Up Feb. 1 lead all of the members' electric
has performed with Valentine in Mail subscription rates for The 
meters, and a number of bills will have
to be estimated..Central Kentucky and Will be half of the Murray Ledger &Times will increase
two-man show coming on Wednesday. on Feb. 1, 1977, circulation manager T. Walker said estimatedbills will be
Lackey was seen on the University P. Delaney, Jr., announced today. 
clearly marked with an "E" and will be
adjusted. when weatherstage most recently in "A Funny Thing Rates for mail subscriptions to ad- permits the meters tobe read.Happened On The Way To The Forum" dresses in- Calloway County, Benton,
and in the.. tide
Pooh."
The one hourlong performance will-
begin at 3:00 p.m. Wednesday. There
will be no morning story hour. The
role in Vinnie the
Louie B. Nunn Speaks
At University Monday
The future of the Republican Party-in
Kentucky and the nation depends upon
t-. ability to develop a new-image,which
will attract young people, blacks and
other special interest groups.
Nis was the assessment of former
Louie .B. Nunn while speaking at a
litical science and public ad-
.Lnistration 3m-414r-et-Murray State
niversity Monday night.
'They've always looked upon the.
kepublican Party as the -one that
'presents the special interest groups,"
former governor saick "and I would
'which party *does organized labor'
belong? Which party got 90 per cent of
thetlack vote?--
'*Special interest groups have turned
vtLtrrithe Democratic Party, because it
*é role or claims to be the ad-
v oCate Of the little man .-"and it has
.otten away-with it."
The development of a new party -
iniage for the Republicans is going to be-
J. long, slow and tedious process, the
former governor said, but it is essential
if the party is-to-become anything other
than a "permanent minority" party in
the state and nation.
Nunrr,--now a • practicihg attorney- in -
1.exiegton, went on to say that the party
needs to "gear its platform to fit" the
which he sees as the most glaring
-in the years ahead. tales, Crime, health
care, energy availability and con-
servation and these which affect the
voters' 'quality of life."
"The people are demanding more'
d more in • servites from govern- j
ment," he noted. "They want a cleane51)‘-'
epvirennient, consumer rp roiggliot2 !Ind
better everything.
'elf government is. to • meet these
demand, it takes more money and the
only Way to get money is through more
taxes."
- Crime hasn't reached its peak yet,
Vr-Ittralerzovinnorlgrthrted7 "nig-
moving into the rural areas and into the
suburbs," he said.
Nunn, who became the first
Republican elected to the state's
highest office, in 1967 in 27 years, em-
phasized that if the Republicans don't
move quickly and effectively on these
and 'similar issues, the recent trend
away from party-line voting will put the
Democratic Party in front for good. •
Nunn also noted "a drastic change in
the attitudes of the people" in recent.
years with respect to party affiliation.
"Manr.have  become alienated and__ 
cynical about government because they
feet -powertess-ni dealing effectively *-
with government,'_ hi said. "The-thing
that bothers them the most is the
'bigness' of it. They feel everything is
Respite From Snow
Predicted For State
)1)1 he As oetatettrress
About a month ago, a two-day respite
snow wouldn't have been very
py neyis for Kentuckiang. But that
tioliat --Weather Service forecast
---,•,licates that, at least for a couple
winter's icy grip on the state
•rlould be a bit more comfortable.
-A-s-steneThäLdbnipedthreeWiii
--- inches of new snow across the 'state
‘1.1- the weekend mutedeactward out
Two File For
Sheriff Here
Twginore Calloway County men have
added their names to the list of can-
didates for the office of county sheriff in
the lVfay Democratic Primary.
k Three, have'
Bennie 1JackIrrli -Route Seven, and.
Jerry Lee Hoo
filed for the office, according to Marvin
Harris, Calloway County Court Clerk.
Hardin, Mayfield, -Sedalia and Far-
mington, Ky., and to Paris, Buchanan -
and Puryear, Tenn., willincrease from
$15 per year to 817.50 per year. A six
month mail subscription to those
locations will be $14and a three month
inail subscription will cost $12. '
Mail subscriptions to. other
destinations Will cost $32.50 fOr one
year, 821 for six months and 815 for'
three months.
"This small increase in, mail sub-
conserve faeli-Scription rates is regrettable," belaney .
ft is hoped the library will b.; able to-Said,"but mandatory because of in -
Creased postal rates as well as in- - resitme 
its night hours Starting Mon-
day, January 31, library Officials said.creased costs in other areas."
Day Hours Only
For Local Library
The Calloway County 'tut:die Library
will observe-day hours oily this week,
according toa library spokesman.
Hours for the library to be open will
be from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. through
Saturday, January 29. in order to
the state todaY•. andwas replaced by
a general --clearing- trend . that -was
*forecast to ptioduce partly cloudy skies
and high rAding's in the mid 30s
through Wednesday.
--The prospect*W-relative relief from
contuunng snow. and • sb Freezing
temperatures could bring some
thawing. of snow and ic'e accumulations
in !oitile_  areas but the cloudy conditions
will impede any appreciable break-
down of the snow cover, .:an NWS
'-'sprikesittan said. -
In Covington, which has shattered all
records with 27.6 inches of snus this
month, a spokesman said that highs
through Wednesday were expected to
reach only the freezing mark and little
if any melting was expected.
o*T.hi. spokesman Said that the bizarre:
weather marking. Kentucky's worst
wintcr perhaps 30 yars is typical '•of
the normal snow fall in northern Ohio
and-Michigan.'•
The ontinued cold and snow again
oduccd the _litany of
a''ather-related_ problems: schools
• across the state were closed, business 
aril fli-erninent offiyel operated under
-•h- -Latura ,as curtailments,- s
; Were AM by slick
oadway's, farmers faced 5 critical loss
. of crops and livestock, and-handreds-ef
workers were forced to stay home
because of layoffs triggered by the cold.
Too, the Ohio .River continued to
Struggle under a foot-thick cover of ice-
that has all but eliminated barge
traffic. Mans riveroort communities
are rumring short Of fuel, ice-retarding
i'rhen-ric-ats and otIlt r staples because of
the laver ice..;
Things haee liPcotne sn critical an the
Trailer Destroyed
By Fire Siunday
Thetrailer home and contents of Mrs.
Helen Hounshell and her six-children
were destroyed by fire Sunday about
3:00 p.m. The trailer was located in the
yard of Mrs. Hounshells parents, Mr.
ari..d Mrs. Green Stacey' on th4-Dexter
Ro One, Rufe gurk,een Roark- --
consumers, Welker said, and it-Will be • less' Mau it was at the same time last - Mrs. Hounshell's huSband, William
HounshelL died- December11,1975. The
cbildreri:s _namiiianciages are Dian,
17, Carol Sue; James, 15, RodneY, 14,
Virginia, 12, and Michelle, 11.
The fainily is staying at the home of
Mr". and Mrs. Stacey and also, at the
hdme of ' Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Miller at.
the present time.
A shower for the family is pinned for
Monday, January 31, from 10:00 am. to
noon at the Palestine United Methodist
Church basement. All household items
and any thing in the clothing line are
needed by the Hounshell family..
For information in regard to sizes
arid- needs persons.- may call Mary
Burkeen at 474-2342 or Ernestine Miller
474-8870.
, Partly Cloudy
Partly cloudy tonight.. Clear. Wed-
ne ay. Lows tonight in the mid to
teens. Highs Wednesday in the!
inia 30s. Winds - beconing ,light and
variable tonight. Precipitatibh chances.
10 per, cent through Wednesday. --- •
Five! that Artily Corps -01 Engineers
officials warn that a 'sudden.warmirrg-
trend could be as troublesome as the
pi csent cold snap..
iii extended temperature THSt1 into
the his.could produce flooding and we-
".:or,:es- that could damage shorelines
as %%HI as locks and dams, officials
sa:d
The intensity of weather in this first
month , of 1977 could still affect the
Commonwealth this summer, long
-after memories of the cold and sdow
have become fuzzy.
Major Kentucky utilities such as
Columbia Gas Co., Texas Gas Tran-
smission ('o., Kentucky Utilities and
-the Tennessee Valley Authority have
w a ined that the current record demand
aUse troubles later this' winter
and spring. nuring the summer, those
•-•,:iihe utilities will bs trlrig tim iniwt
I 11-41111111- den lands for air conditionnw
w trytags- to n.piat .. stockpiles'
it' pleted this winter.
as suppliers NIVe ordered outs
of 1, $5 to 100 per cent in supplies to
H11[411(115 f-al.tories, business offices
,iiii schoois wiiire asking residential
I tfq5J11,1.1 tll 1 11%%er thermostats a few
iTnttI'i -s nelow-thc Comfort-7one.
-Electric utilities, meanwhile, :have
'requesteml similaLinoderation to avOiil
a -recurrence ot -the recent critical
pe_tioil when companies barely met the.
peak demands.
- ,
so big that they can no longer be heat d:
that they have no influence, no coin-
Munication They are angry; aid as a:
result have become fi-ustrates."
Today, 21 to 23 per cent of the voters
identify. the - Republicans, as-
compared With 40 to 43 per cent who
identify with the Democrats, he pointed
out in ernpha-sizirig" thattiteitter "
majority party of the people."
This, he said, has led to the
development of a new, third party
which he chose to call the, "ad hoc
committee" - special interest groups,
- each-- frith- Making up this'
group ; he. -Said: are the cim-
servationists, .the • environmentalists,
the' -consumer- protectitin groups .and
others.....
"These people have joined little
groups because someone indicated they
tared, and both nartieS have tried to
so broad and so big - like a
Mother Hubbard whose • skirt covers
everything but touches nothing," he
said. -
hi summarizing his remarks Mclnday
night before a large crowd in the
pditoriuni of the university's Special
Education Buill-fig, Nunn said his
_fellow_ Republicans also_ must...became
more active if the party, is to regain a
position of leadership in the state.
"The ones who identify with us -are
going to have to become activists," he
said. • •'1 ;understand why they aren't.
They were intimidated by- Watergate,
They were embarrassed by it and that-
causectthern-toiciese-thein
: -There must he 'greater emphasis on
"quality" in the selection of candidates,
he said. "If you get the-right candidate,
you can elect Republicans to offices
-.where it was never expected or' an-
ticipated."
The revitalized Republicah Party_
'must also be one of principles, and
strong convictions on certain things, he
noted. "We must have some ideal, some
principle, that will attract local
- people," he Said.
"They talk about a Republican Party
that covers all bases, but you cannot
pre-empt the Democrats," he went on.
'Tpey already have taken in
- everything and we-are-not-going to get
them to leave, so we need to estabigh a
party of printipleS- and Of strong con-
-
"Then we have to let the people know
where we stand. That means com-
munication, and that boils down to the
most essential- thing in politics and
that's money, mon 'money and _oremney.,, , 
The former governor was_ on the
, Murray campus for a two.day. stay,
speaking to capacity political science
classes both days as well as at the
public seminar Monday night in
inadgurating a distinguished lecturer
series sponsored by the Department of
Political Science and Public-














The March of Dime S March for Calloway Countystarted 'here as Marge
Hays, center, and Carleint Shea, right, co-chairwomen' of ttannisters for the.
'county, *lace a cennister at the Wild Raspberry in -the Dixieland Shopping
Center. /*renting the cannister forihe business is Debbie liven, saleswoman
for the firm. Volunteers will be calling on homes and businesses in the in-
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Ray Linn Marshall
'Citizen of Year'
RENTON, Ky. - Benton
funeral home owner Ray Linn
has been honored as Marshall
• County's .'citizen of the year."
Linn, founder and operator of 
Linn Funeral Home here since
1934, received the 'award at
Saturday night's annual
meeting of the county Clamber
of Commerce at, Ken-Bar
Resort near Gilbertsville.
A businessman in Marshall
County for 48 years, Linn has.
headed several civic and ser-
vice organizations and organiz-
ed the county's first, rescue
squad.
He also helped organize Ben-
ton's auxiliary police unit and
served for several years as
director of the county civil
defense program.
:Ware-president of the Rotary
Club. Linn led in the club's
sponsorship of a helicopter pad
at Bent-on Hospital. and the Club
paid for the pad's construction.
The club also sponsored the
hospital chapel.
Linn is s past president of the
Benton Lions Club and is past
master of T. L. Jefferson
Masonic Lodge. He is one of two
living deacons ordained when
the First Missionary Baptist
Church was organized, and re-




Born in MarshallCounty, he
was raised in the Almo com-
munity of CaTIOway-Oiiiiity and -
graduated in 1929 from Almo
High School. He then attended
the Cincinnati College of Em-
balming before returning here
to become a mortician:
He and his wife, Mrs. Rozzell
Hopkins Linn, have three
children, John, of Benton, and
daughters Mrs. Kay Baker and
Mrs. Sandra Ford of Paducah.
His _sister, Mrs. Ora Mae




Is ,Shrine Club Head
The Murray Shrine Club
Met Saturday, January 15, at
6:30 p.m. at the Triangle Inn
for the regular social dinner.
. The invocation was given by._
the Rev. Henry McKenzie.... 
Officersfor 1977 were in-
stalled by the otitgoing
president, Bruce Wilson. New




treasurer; Dan Rodden and
Leroy Todd, directors.
Visitors introduced were
Noble G. C. Wilson who
recently moved to Murray
from Paris, Tenn., Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Pat Hughes, Mrs.
Gloria Boy, Ricky Overby,
and Dr. Dale Broeringmeyer.
Members present were
Bruce Wilson, Leroy Todd,
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Morris,
Mr. and Mrs. Phil Crihfield,
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Klapp,
Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow Dunn,
the Rev. and Mrs. Henry
McKenzie, Dr. and Mrs.
Richard Broeringmeyer, Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Persall, Mr.
l'o
• Omer! lbw, Tonidit
The meeting of the Murray
Alumni Chapter of Sigma
Alpha Iota fraternity
scheduled for tonight
Tuesday) at the home of Mrs.
Larrie Clark has been can-







but Jur neon signs
will be off. We en-
courage all other
merchants to do the
same.
and Mrs. Allen Jones, Mr. and
Mrs. Bub- Stacey, Mr. and
Mrs. James, Armbruster, Mr.
and Mrs. Kenneth Jackson,
Mr. and.Mrs. Roy Folsom, Mr.
and Mrs. James C: Williams,
Mr. and Mrs. Buford Hurt,
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Jones,
Mr. and Mrs. Don Robinson,
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Fike, Mr.
and Mrs. Freed Cotham, and
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Redden.
The members,, will be
notified about the next




By Abigail Van Buren
C1917 by Cbicapo Trio.n.-N V Plows Sr.(' Inc
DEAR ABBY: There's only one chance in a million that
you can help me with my problem, but_Ill try anyway:
I am a 28-year-old married woman who had polio as a
child. Consequently I was left with one normal foot (size
6B) and one very small foot. (A child's size 2.)
Because of this, I've always had to buy two pairs of shoes.
Obviously, I am left with two useless mismatched shoes.
Is there a place where I can send my leftover shoes?
Maybe someone needs just-one shoe. I have-neloset full of
Odd shoes-that are of no use to me. Perhaps I can make
some kind of exchange with someone who has my problem
-in-reverse. I would be glad to buy the odd shoes that I
need.







be the guest speaker at the
KNA District Thirteen
meeting to be held on Thur-
sday, January 27, at 6:30 p.
m., Holiday Inn, Mayfield.
For further information or
transportation contact: Mona





Murray have been named to
he Dean's List at Western
Kentucky University, Bowling
-Green„ according. to Sbeila_111.- - - -
New books .at the CallowayConway, Staff Assistant,
Office of Public Affairs and
Community Relations.
Named to the Dean's List
were Phylis Ann Cottrell,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Lee Cottrell, 513
South Sixth Street, Murray;
David L. Frank, son of Mr.
and Mrs. James H. Frank,
1513 Johnson Boulevard,
Murray; and David Scott
Winchester, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Buford Winchester, 706
Fairlane Drive, Murray.
Starting Thursday
Ciao Central Will Be
and
The Murray Theatres Proudly Present Cine II
/111 
Ma More arktwo losorosool, opoorstard '1'M C' Ilsoatows is torahs' Ciater
to swot pow w loToandorMal .....4...s ems I moo if wood In Wows, Iris
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Mrs. Dickerson relates in
details the biggest stories she
has been involved with in the




In this lavishly illustrated
book, the author has provided
an extensive coverage of both
the merchandising history and
the collectibles of Walt Dispey
Productions.
ORIENTAL RUGS, by
Murray Eiland. New York
Graphic.
Many color illustrations and
a comprehensive text make
this volume valuable to both
the beginner and the veteran
rug fancier.
SAINT „pAuL, by Michael
Grant. Scribner.
The man the author
describes in this book is not a
figure of myth but a person"
who has influenced people of
widely divergent beliefs.
EARLY AMERICAN
WOODEN WARE, by Mary E.
Gould. Tuttle Co. '
• The author gives a well
restarched aecount of the
origins, use, ad manufacture
of such items as cheese boXes,
-buckets, bowls and cups,
troughs, and many other
kitchen utensils.
- DEAR MIS: It's a shoe-in! I have a list of stores that sell
and exchange) odd shoes. Send me a stamped, addressed
envelope, and I will send you the list.
DEAR ABBY: For a year I have dated a widower. II am
a widow.) We have a close, enjoyable relationship.
However, he refuses to introduce me to his family, all of
whom live nearby They are not even aware of his dating.
He becomes uncomfortable if seen in public with me.
When we go out, which is rare, we go to some
out-of-the-way place, often miles from town. He comes to
my apartment three or four Wiles a week and calls me
every day. He finds it difficult to say "I love you," yet I
think he cares for me.
He has said flatly that he wouid never introduce me to
his children and would never marry again.
He has met my children and family. He even traveled to
another state to meet my mother. I'm beginning to wonder
why I must be kept a secret. ' •
know *his man is a widower. I read of his wife'e 5leath
in the paper last year. What do you think the problem is?
He means a great deal to me, liot I think something is
abnormal.
CONFUSED
DEAR CONFUSED: Your widower friend has a hangup
it could be temporary) about appearing to "betray" the
memory of his departed wife before his family. Tell him
that such "secret" behavior will probably betray him in the
end, and if it doesn't, well, who wants to be a backstreet
ladyfriend? •
DEAR ABBY: Recently you ran _a_letter from THE
OTHER WOMAN in which she tells her lover's wife not to
worry because she (the other woman) is too "decent" to
take a married man away from his wife and children. -
Well, I hope you will give equal space to A WIFE who
has ninesiage for THE OTHER WOMAN:
DEAR ---:
I have known about my husband's little affair with you
for quite some time, but if you think I'm going to give him
up after 25 years, you are sadly mistaken. T enjoy the
prestige of being a doctor's wife.
I was once a young nurse (as you are now), so if you're
out to hook a wealthy doctor, I suggest you find a younger.
unattached one and help him get started, the way I did.
Also, I think you should know that on the advice of his
attorney, my husband put everything in my name in case
he gets hit with a malpractice suit. So think it over, dear.
Do you really want a tired, middle-aged man whose assets
are in his wife's name? After all, we both know he's not all
that great in bed.'
Best regards,
THE DOCTOR'S WIFE
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-agers Want to
Know," send $I to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr..
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long.






From a life of servitude in a
small Pennsylvania town,
Ellen Watson is catapulted
into a life she was never
prepared to live. A shattering
epic of a Woman and a nation





This is a realistic analysis of
women's economic and
political condition and the
authors solution to change it.
11(1,4.!i1ziric Club II ill
Ni)i
%he Murray Magazine Club
has cancelled its meeting
scheduled .for Thursday,
January 27: due to inclement
weather, according to a club
spokesman.
The next meeting will be the
annual February luncheon to




Mrs. E. H. (Betty) Miller of
Hardin is now recuperating at
ber 'home after having un-




(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) irge4
A-good day, with more than
one means' of accomplishment
Ihincatelt." Capitalize 
talents, but remain tactful,
cognizant of others' sen-
sitivities.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) 11-34W
Don't underrate your creative
abilities. Take advantage of
promising aspects to perform in
a stimulating manner, befitting
your innate talents.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21) n°9.
Not everything may go as you
wish, but use your tremendous
will power to keep going. With
your know-how, you should be
able to hold the line.
CANCER
(Jtine 22 to July 23)
Study reasons for existing
limitations. Concentrate on
significant issues without
neglecting minor items. A good
day for taking unusual steps.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) latita
You should enjoy a lively
feeling of usefulness and for-
ward propulsion now. Keep eyes
on target and don't be
sidetracked to your disad-
vantage.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) RP
Akin for a swift completion of
outstanding matters. Confer
iwith knowledgeable heads;
don't wait until you hit a snag.
Use care in estimating values.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —
Keep things moving, and with
well-planned design. A "wait
and see" • attitude could only
stifle enthusiasm on this
somewhat problematic day.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 2A to Nov. 22) Me*
. fat your Instincts, guide you
now since your chances of at-
Married Recently
lir. mid Ur.s. Teeldie 1. IleCuiNion
Mr. and Mrs. James S. Johnson of Murray Route Eight an-
nounce the marriage of their only daughter, Kimberly Jan, to
Teddie A. McCuiston, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ted W. McCuiston of
Murray Route Eight.
The-vows were solemnized at.C,orinth, Miss., in an early win--
ter ceremony. Their attendants were Mrs. Helen McCuiston,
mother of the groom, and Mrs. Dawn i(insolving, sister of the
groom.
The bride's grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. James Stone of
Murray Route One and Mrs. Obera Johnson of Murray Route
Two. The groom's grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Octie Mc-
Cuiston of Murra'y Route Six and Mr. and Mrs. Carlton Fmk of
College Park, Md.
Mr. and Mrs. McCuiston are now residing at their home on
Murray Route Eight.
lIrs. Haley Is Honored
frith Shower Thursday
Mrs. Mike ( LaDon Haley
was honored with a household
shower on Thursday evening,




Mrs. Sheila McGinnis, Mrs.
-Judy Jones, 'Mrs. Geraldine
McClard, -and Miss Jane -Arm
Terrier who presented...Ahem
honoree with a corsage of
white carnations and a queen
size bedspread.
The register table was
overlaid with a red cloth and
centered with an arrangement
of red and white flowers. Miss
Turner presided at the
register., ,
Games were played with
Mrs. McGinnis as the director
with Mrs.'. Ann Jones, Mrs.
Lavelle Blakley, and Miss
Jane Ann Turner as the
winners of the prizes who they
presented to the honoree.
After opening the many
lovely gifts, refreshments of a
variety of cookies, nuts,
mints, and punch were served
by the hostesses from a
beautifully decorated table
draped with a red lace cloth
and centered with a red and
white floral arrangement. The
arrangement was flanked- by
three tiered crystal candle
holders with red and white
candles. Crystal appointments
were used.
Fifty-two persons ' were
present, and approximately
forty-five persons sent gifts
who were unable to attend.
Your Individual
Horoscope
 Frances Drake 
FOR WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 21, 1977
What kind of day will taming goals are excellent.
tomorrow be? To find out what Imagination and a little daring
the stars say, read the forecast% could pay off handsomely.
given for your birth Sign. SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. We 
Patience willwill be needed in a
few tricky spots but day,_on the
whole, has a big potential.
Avoid haste, undue anxiety.
You CAN -deliver itirgeOdS.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) WO
Searching for offbeat avenues
toward achievement cduld lead
you astray now. Do the best you
can in your own field and gains
will be yours.
AQUARIUS -
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Tackle that difficult job
you've been postponing, and
your anxieties will vanish.
Facing a problem head-on is
half its solution.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Superiors should be receptive ,
te your ideas now. -Advance '
your best ones - but tactfully,
of course. Romance and travel
favored.
=.4A
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with an extremely
bright mind and an unusually
outgoing personality. You never
become bored with life because
you have so many interests and
so much enthusiasm for
anything you undertake that
you have DO time to be lulled
Into ennui. Your outer life may
seem hectic and erratic to
others, because you never seem
to "stay put," but inwardly you
have great depth, poise and
power. If you could just learn to
be a bit more systematic in
ilbrking toward your goals,
there would be no,llmit to your
potentials for shccess. Ob-
stacles never discourage you.
You accept them as mere
challenges to be met - and
bested. \Birthdiite of: Gen.
Douglas MacArthur, U.S.A.;
Charles KW, King of Sweden
and Norway; Robert Burns,






Darning is a method of
repairing small holes or tears
in garments, using an
imitation of reweavitig or
knitting. Darning may be done
by hand or machine. For
apparel, hand darninj is
usually more desirable, since
inconspicuous stitches can be
used. Machine darning is
faster, but use it only where
appearance does not matter.
Tips on darning: -Choose a
thread in the closet-possible
color match. You may be able
to use a self-thread drawn
from the straignt-edge seam
allowance inside the garment.
-Use a needle of suitable
fineness road a short, single
thread. Pulling long threads
-through* fabric- may draw
damaged area out of shape. -
Work from right side offabirc.
DO not use knots in the
thread-pull threads to wrong
side instead. -Use small
stitches. Draw darning _thread
through fabric rather than in
and out of the material. Be




To cut the cost of housing,
build them smaller, cut out a
bathroom, don't include such
things as fireplaces and other
extras. The result should be a
house ,selling for substantially
under the average price of
about $40,000 for new, single-
family homes. Builders
around the country are testing
the market for these smaller
houses. It may be the only way
to bring the cost of houses




Throughout the ages fur-
niture designs have
represented a way of We.
Whether an authentic antique,
'a reproduction, an adaptation,
fi'274.14-
Coffee Cup 'Chatter
or this year's modern, fur-
niture tells a story about
people and their cultures. The
best designs of each era have
lived,- been copied, modified -
and used again and again. We
ate fprtunate to live in a
period,then there -is such a
variety of furniture from -
which to choose. The styles
being designed and produced
offer almost custom choice-
never before known. There is
furniture of good design in
every price range if you know
what to look for. The choice is
much easier if you begin with
a furnishings plan-one that
fits your home, your family
and the way you wish to live.
Such a plan not only helps you
to know what pieces of fur-
niture are needed but will also
help guide the selection of just
the right styles for your home
-Mildred 'Potts, LaCenter.
A good sense of humor is an
asset to a marriage-that is, if
both spouses have it. When
both partners can laugh
together, they ,learn to more
freely accept each' Other's
shortcomings. Seeing the
humor in daily situations
helps rid them of the ac-
cumulated tensions and
frustrations that cause con-
flict. -Sue Fraser, Bardwell.
+++++
Mold spots in the bathroom -
around the tub or on the
shower curtain - can be
removed easily. Make a
mixture of lto 2 tablespoons of
chlorine bleach and 1 pint of
warm water. Use a sponge to
wipe this mixture over the





sonalities of their own. So get
well acquainted with your car.
Learn how it usually behaves
and it will help you to notice
minor problems before they
become big problems that
lead to inafor repairs. -Read
your owner's manual. It was
written to teach you about the
proper operation and main-
tenance of your car. Among
PASCHALL BOY 
other things, it will tell you
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Ellis 
when to have major periodic
Paschall of Murray Route 
checkups that can make such
Four are the parehts of a baby 
a difference in your car's
boy, Scott Thomas, weighing 
longevity, cost of maintenance
 -nnd-resale_v_alue Maxme
measuring 191/4 inches, born
Griffin, Clinton.
seien-pourSi ounces and
on Wednesday, January 19, at
10:42 a.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
They have another son,
Barry Dale, age eight. The
father is self employed as a
farmer.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Ellis Ross Paschall of
Murray Route Four and Mr.
and Mrs. Herbert Underwood
of Hazel. A great grandmother




- The Zeta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club has
cancelled its meeting
scheduled Thursday, January
27, at 7:30 p. m. at the club
house, according to the vice-
chairman, Mrs. Jack Bailey.
Officers said the January
meeting- -will rrot , be-
rescheduled.
YOUR
Per Pose In Living
Color
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Mrs. Stark and her team of
five found Diet the disabled
adults responded- well to the
symbols method. Being able to
- "speak" eased their lrtistra-
hon.
Mrs. Stark noted that iiivd
boards%vere irregular in-design
and content. She did research
on the subject and found a lack
of standardization.
Mrs. Stark, with Mrs. Gellat-
ly and Clark, developed a
series of word boards to ade-
quately meet the emotional dy-
-iianucs and social concerts: of
nonverbal adults who can read.'
Using the name Basic Ex-
perimental Communication
Systetni Basecotatthey devised
two types of boards which are
currently under applied use et
. Kitchener Waterloo Hospital. _dime_ Criity. for business  taking icuiar ,calaiLaid-T-1 .__._. The _church altar_ WAS_
ing i. onseriation offic
The boards will eventually be . meeting a _dessert . ,.' gpur:ijr1:-inmgs against hearing loss 'uecerated in tlie" center with
131issyinbolics is .a finger- Crippled Children in Toronto to 
available- in---Feeneh,--German,
I h and Sp ish.1  baskets of 
white mums, each
pointing- -system- -designed - to study-the-Blissymoolics method • PeTte 'first board serves tore- ' 'Spring Safe - Boating end ------44'1"*"ade is'Pe'n"mdbY's - with a Peach- rasebild-te the
to read. Under each symbol is nication. 
lay primary physical and emo- t Chicago based Beltone Elec- . center and tied with blueteach by-symbols those unable o f finger-pointing commu- .,
tional messages and the second • SearnanshiP 
Course meets
.11 Ironies Corporation. world
There is also a symbol for ac- Shirley McNaughton, progratn physical, em
de a were on each side of
• areas' of-experience. .
Blank .spaces on the color-
coded boards allow for addition
of words meaningful to the par-
ticular
.
 person using them,'
'The research team found a
need for a vocabulary to ex-
press grief, despair and hope so
they a "Good Grier_ SeCH-
"This. emotional .vocabulary user, lead to permanent losses sleeves covered with lace andis vital". It enables_anonyerbal Tau phi Lamudasururity ar- . • . •
perion to work through rougIL...: the w • , .. the • crusade •officials urge - the skirt covered with organza
times-with someone else, just cowmen of the World will • people to reduce the risk of •trimmed in lace. Her waist-
- • meet at. the WOW Hall at s i nt e r illness by avoiding ex - length , veil of illusion . was
. seven p. m. The pledge cessive exposure to extremely -
ceremony. will be held. - low temperatures and to ex.- Annulled in . tare • end her
. . i•reise goad. judgment b' -not, headpiece was made of lace
w .•a-riag 'wet ctothing any ' and pearls. She- carried a'Sinking ,Spring Baptist
Church- Bible Study will be 
longer thannecessary. bouquet of peach and white
:o. winter sports • fans
from severkto nine p. 'to. ' . shoutd 'exert particular care - 
baby, sweetheart roses with
• i , to insure they are not  exposed pieces of . blue illusion and
ik, escessively cold streamers. She carried the .La Leche League will meet 
or damp
'i‘f-'1:;r it4kifavnosrirew.hPia.s1 et irneseni.°)T..ihnigs , petiawdilloonarrol wed_and,"scsi ethitZe,"'old,;.„.' -.at-the home Of Debbie ShaPla,
' 1002- 'eirlane Drive, Iiiruffiy. Includes . Skiing, ice skating, Miss Wilma Pigman, Dixon, -.--1.16lite-"rightl");--
tobogganing, snowmobifing . served as her sister's maid of Paducah, for ' the general '
WMU Council es, the • First ' and ice fishing enthusiasts. ' -honor. 'Bridesmaids were practice of optometry. PADUCAH PATIENT
Baptist clip- 0,•,,,iii. meet in -:Although: prevention . is . •
written the corresponding word. ribbons. Two spiral can-She found a champion in ' f Carr Health Building, MSU, leader in hearing aids and law.
-llea-that tur14-a noun -intil--2 . director- of-the Blissymbolies. rverb. When the action symbol Foundation in Toronto. Mrs.
tops the word "mouth" it be- McNaughtOn pioneered the
conies the verb "to speak." communication method at the
Similarly, with the sign for - crippled children's center in
legs: when topped with the ac- 1972. -
non symbol .it _becotnes the The symbols were devised in
verb "to walk." - 1942 by Austrian-born chemical
t'allfas and three other non- engineer Charles Bliss to pro-
verbal --people were the first m o t e international .under-
phy'sically-disabled adults in standing. He had no idea it -
m e a erloo.area--to----wOuld be nearly 30 Yearabefore
participate in the $26,358 Local the Method- Vibillid.---be--used - or
InitiativeProgram 11.1P) grant that its first use would be by




but I'm not able. to talk
Stark
- She-was assisted in the eight-
--.-month program by Audrey Gel-
-tally, DorindaReith, Jacqueline
Maynes, Terri Rotnenco and
Bacry Clark. -' -
- Prior to applying for the LIP
grant, Mrs. Stark had been
teaching six disabled adults
spelling,- reading, history and
geography for the Kitchener-
Waterloo Services for Pharsi-
cally Disabled Adults.
Because of a lack of facilities
when • they were children, these
adults could read very little or
graii_TgaUfaa-,-asiiertibet- at
the class, -was so enthusiastic
. he rarely missed a lesson in
four yearS.-1Wifig- ncinverbar,.
however, limited his answers to
a 'simple "yes"- or "no."
Ws. Stark felt * better coin
inunicatinn method could be de-
-weiriperffer-theseadults,--so she
visited the Ontario Center for






WATERLOO, Canada AP —
-42_anieron CalHas of Waterloo -in--
Ontario province is as friendly,
outgoing 22,year-old.
He likes people and enjoys
communicating with them But .
he has a problem
CaWas suffers from - severe
cerebral palsy. He has difficul-
ty cothinunicating verballj be-
cause he lacks th_e muscular,
cnUrditiation necessary for con- •
trolled movement and speech.
It has been frustrating - and
isolating -
B u t last October this
changed. A neighbor, Suzanne
Stark, a -teacher of the dis--
'abled; cracked the commu-
nication barrier. She introduced
(Alfas to a substitute for the




social and registration is still Wen ta electronic hearing test instru-
pascal! at f 'tie dollars each— meats - and is -designed to en- the satin kneeling bench and
courage meaningful hearing unity candles were. entwinedwith a . reduced charge for
each additional family . c o n,s. ierrid% aot :od  al), sr p ograms.- h  „ with greenery.
member. 
who contractBride's Dress
- . se‘ere winter head colds and Given in marriage by her
earaches can be exposed to
Murray TOPS Club will serious hearing loss dangers," father the bride wore a
princess style, A-line dressmeet at seven p. M. at the the Kilisacte officials stress.
Health Center. The aftermath of such mai- with a full train made oFbrldil
aches.' ca-n'be Serious and 'may satin with the bodice and
BATHROOM VANITY
lose Out!. 
We have in our store the following
size vanities which we are closing
out at BIG SAVINGS!
v 42" Cabinet (White With Yellow Marble ircip) 
Reg. $285.00 Sale $150-W  
v 18" Cabinet With White Conan Top
Reg. $110.00 Sale $6500
v 24" Cabinet With White Formica Top
Reg. S122.00 Sale $75"
30" Cabinet With White Formica Top
Reg. S146.00 Sale$10000
All Above Includes Sink & Hardware
&Atm Ditafem Aero
We Carry DraperyA Line Of
Upholstery SALE 2 Weeks
Material Special
Visit Our New Gift Shop




ds a verbal person does," said
Mrs. Stark. -
Now that the LIP funds have
run out the team is seeking fur-
ther funding. "We're still work-
ing with our students. Just be •
_cause we haven't funds,
can't desert them—aT---this
Plateau of learning," the
group's leader said.
MU N I TY
CA"I..FNI)Alf
Tuesday, January 25
l'he Past Matrons and Past
Hartv. Ir havries
Now In Taiwan
Dr. and Mrs. Harry U.
Whayne, formerly of Murray.
recently returned to Paget,
Taiwan; after a two months
visit with- their daughteri,
Lynn and Laura Whayne, and
-Mee. Wlurries-tnother, -Mrs7-
Novella Butterworth, all of
Murray. They also visited
_other relatives and friends in
the area.
After living in Indonesia for
the past two years, Dr.
Whayne was transferred to
Taiwan where he will be for
the next two years. *




Patrons Club of Murray Star
-
Winter Hearing Care
--Miss Beverly-Awl Piginan Is Wed -
To David IT'iltori'Ezell At Dixon
Miss Beverly _Anil ,Pivnan
and David Walton Ezell are
residing in Murray following
their honeymoon in Gatlin-
_burg, Tenn- ,
The „couple was married
Sunday, -January -2, •In First
Baptist Church, Dixon. The
-Rev. Dr. Don K. Mathis of
Southside Baptist Church,
Princeton, and the Rev. nary
Shockley, Temple • Baptist
Church, Central City, per-
formed ther4ouble-ring rite.
The bride is the daughter of
beat-man.--liaber& were Tim: Owensboro. • Miss .Linda -.• _
Langford,' Fultop, and Gary Procter, Robardr, kept the
Eaten,- Louisville. Chris
Braden, nephew of the bride,
was the ring hearer;
Reception
The reception followed. in
the educational building of the
church.
The table was decdrated
with a lace cloth underlain
with blue. It featured a silver
punchbowl and silver candle
holders. The cake was
decorated with blue flowers
Mr. and' Mrs. HerwYeiginair an" d topped with a miniature
of Dixon. The groom's parents bridal couple. The bride's Dixon
A howusasehohlodstedshovierby -lathe -
are Mrs. Walean Ezell, bouquet was used as a Ceti- .YoUng Adult Class of First
rterpiece. Baptist Church. _The adult _
Servers were Miss Jenny choir of Southside BaptiSt
Rhoades, Owensboro, and Church, Princeton, hosted.
princeton, .organiat McKinnis, another shower.
soloist, Mrs. David Adams,
Sherwood Drive, Hopkinsville,
and Wilton G. .Ezell,
Hopkinsville Route Four.' -
Mrs. -Kenneth Brown,
Chapter No. 433 Order of the. ...Becaose winter often brings' pianist of Princeton, and PIIM onte E. ()it'
Eastern Star will meet at 6:30 , Churchill, soloist from
p.m. at Jerry's Restaurant winds and cold, wet snows. Celveland, Ohio, provided the Pracitcing ()i)tomptrist
and go later •to the home of the Beltone Crusade for Hear- nuptial music.•
-Monte E. - Schocds_for the _
grandson of -Wright. and Mrs. _ past four years and- is—
Wells, Sr., of Murray, has currently a „special education
openedhia olfibeffilheRoblYn teatterwith the Paducah C-ity
Schools.
Dr. and Mrs. Wright are
now residing at, 127 Glen




 -The bride was honored with
a personal shower hosted by
Mr Gilbert Mathis, in
Murray. The couple was also
honored with a household and
miscellaneous shower at
Secohd Baptist Church,
Hopkinsville, hosted by Mrs.
Lucian Killebrew and Mrs.
Troy '
Skating Parts'
I ie Held Thursda)-
.A special skating party will
-he held Thursday, January 27,
from 10:10 p. m. to 12:10 a.m.
at the Murray Roller Rink,
sponsored-by all the Black--
organizations at Murray State
University.
The adinisSion will be one
dollar for entrance and fifty
cents for skates with proceeds
to be used to 'sponsor a free
chili- supper on Thursday,
February _12, during the Ob-
servance of Black History
Week.
/.
low theamoineter readings, icy
Building on Lone Oak Road,
,i.a.ays preferable to a cure, Misses Nancy and Jennifer "' Dr. Wright recently Coy Jones of Hardin Route
the churcheeior at 9:30 a. m. those who fall victim of a





Shockley was received his degree of OP- One has been dismissed from• 
tometry from Southern the Western Baptist Hospital,
should seek medical attention. The haor attendant and the College of Optometry in- Paducah.
People, should never take flower girl were in_Boor-lengtb  Momphie, Tenn. tie„  le native _ _ _winter maladies tightly," the dresses of blue. Bridesmaids 'of Metropolis, Ill., and PATIENT AT P4ADUCAHcrusade officials add.
were attired in floor-length received his Bachelor- -of . Timmy Forth of Murray
Meeting cancelled of
Murray Alumni_ Chapter of
Sigma Alpha-iota.
Wednesday, January 25
Three day seminar for- new--
or prospective managers in
business on "Improving
Management Skills" will . be
from nine a.m. to 4:30 pm,,
each day at Kenlake State
Park.
Lecture by Dr. Darnel
Marshall on- Transcendental
Meditation-will-he at 7:30 p.m
in Room 206 of Roy Stewart
Stadium, MSU.
MSU Women's Society
Coffee will be at home of
Diane Spurlock, 1007 Poplar
Street, from.7:30 to 9:00 p.m
Wednesday, January 25
An organization meeting of
Young Diabetics in Calloway
Marshall and Surrouruiling
Areas at the -Witiklaw
"Cafeteria. at 7:00- p. mi All
young diabetics or potential
diabetics are urged to attend
Pre-Dental Club of MSU will
meet in Room 248 of the
CfriurriniieraVnt --
seven p.m. ___
Meals are scheduled to be
served at twelve noon at the
North Second Street Corn-
-munity Center for senror -















Bowling for senior citzens
will he at Corvette Lanes at
1:30 p. m.
Ladies luncheon and bridge
at the Murray, Country Club




cancelled for this month.
Mering of Zeta Depart-
ment, Murray Woman's Club,
has been cancelled.
• 'Skating party, sponsored by
all Black Organiutions, MSU,
will be at Murray Roller -Rink
frorn 10:10 p. m. to 12:10 a. m
Ellis Center will be open
frn ten a. m. to three p. m.
• fOr'sactivitieiv by the Senior
, Citizens.
Thursday, January 27
. KNA District 13 wi11 meet at
Holiday Inn, Mayfield, at 6:30 .
p. m. For further information
or transportation contact




The tulip originated' in Cen-
tral Asia and gets its name
from the Turkish word- foe__
tu rban .
•••,
dresses of blue, peach and -Seience degree from Southern Route Two has been dismissed
cream,-Each carried a long- lllinois University. „ from. Lour_des _Hospital,
stemmed mum with peach He is the son of Mrs.-Martha Paducah.
rosebud in the center tied With Nell* Wright and the late Dr.
blue *bons, and the flower Harry Wright. He is married HQSPITAL PATIENT
girl carried a basket of rose to theformer Pamela Quint of Mrs. - J. Paul 'Kelly 9f
petals. Metropolis, Ill., who has been Murray -has been dismissed
- Steve-Hair, Fort Worth, employed as a .pedaf-4rom----lettrdes- -Hospital,




































9 a.m. - 9 p.m.
1-6 Sundays
Phone 753-8304
COURTEOUS SERVICE ± QUALITY MERCHANDISE
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=161: 2111a; One= Z•Z 
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r.•Z •••••• on • in •10.11M Se 'el Se'
they went at 8 a. m. I just dropped them
off on the way to-work.
across Canada as well as the upper tierBut now with the new•hours, I am in
of states in the U. S. like,Montana,much the same boat as-a lot of other
working parents: -I-go-to-work work forabout .. the Dakotas, Minnesota, Michigan and
on eastward - across the Atlantic and35 minutes, then jump up, race home,
into Western Europe and Russia.pick 'em up and take them to school.
Now, for some unexplained reason,Every time I've done it, I've also lost
these winds have shifted and aremy parking place at the office, and
blowing south and southwest out of thefinding a parking place at Murray State
Arctic, driving the cold air as far downis no laughing !natter.
. as the tip of Florida.
•,r4 get. _sum:Aa-u+su4;:s, / put „nine "Is it something temporary, or must
we expect several winters like this?" Iquestions to Robert Glin Jeffrey, the
principal at Middle School. "Why ' ask,Tedhottirnro,n. 
no Of knowing that," hecouldn't school start at 8 a. m. just as '
tvell as .9 and get out at 1:30 instead of
2:30 p. pt.? Wouldn't that serve the naenkstwerwinedtecaWficlise'll justwhhaveat haptiPewansi.t"until
Br-r-r-r-rsame purpose?" I asked.ift would sure
help those who have. tO be 'at work 10 Years Ago.'
year generally were around 9 per cent.
Yg , age GO, Mary Wallace Irnes--,,infant-girl,- to mine from att even stronger - Deaths , 
reported include Rob Lewis, The biggest spur to sales is expected
and Mrs. Essie Johnson, age 75. ' Ticime Market. Last year close to -3
And therefore 
Specialist. Third Cleat john H. million.such homes changed hands, and
all
litl--tb e-La itamaa-for  --Heeneitraewat-Mn444ra,-/Ziareaee-
. . blessed are that wait
Isaiah 30:18. 
him. C. Barnett, is a Member of the 25th
, Infantry Division in-Hawaii.




U.S. Si.. Welter "Dee Illeddleston
3321.birkssa leading
Wasaarea, D. C. 20510
U,S.Srao. Wendell H fo-d iD)
4121 Dirkson Building
Vloaltioptem, D. C 70510
•
U.S. Rep. Carroll Neloberel, Jn(D)
423 Catosa Neese Office Bedding
Fleskingtom, D. C. 20515
All U .5 Senators and Representofives
may be reached by telephone by dioltrtg
202 224-3121 where a U S Copilot
operato4will connect you with the of-
f iceol °Pinto choice
State Level










201 S 3rd St , Murray, Ky 42071
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:tie editors 01 this neuspatier stronglY belie%c that to
,t,rdonated gristle, to ont4 thou, which percellel the 
edibtries
ksoph of this newspaperS4ould be a disservice to nur reeeler:
tt retort. wt. urge readers ho donut egret, with an oriel stepel ii
. likes presented bs an inds,iduel writer in to 
us bi respoot
thei r feeling, oath, harttettl t.MW betOg
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Page 4 — Tuesday Afternoon, January 25, 1977
County is now funded by the Federal 
My grufnble at first was, "What's the'ENERGY STAMP'
PROGRAM ON TRIAL Cpmmunity Service Administration 
advantage. of starting at 9 -4a. m. as cent vice.
Meanwhile, lees hope this weather
.. -REP.. -CHARLES- W, WfIAL-EN,- AL-- -thr ough its -emeygency energy cons- r---
compared with the usual 8 a. m. star-
t Ohio i ' •...I would like to bring to our servation program. CSA's authority for - -
ung time just as long as classes were ' -5"11 breaks-and-things will- return -to
some degree of normalcy at home and
colleagues attention an interesting and such a program is not widely known, 
dismissed for the day at the end of the
4,-that is- being--d-emonStraiWin my 'transfer payment programs of this 
decr_thirees15.4):be ,:: middle schuui bus. - .. -
scphoto.l.witham G.
'Read, my golfing
_ ...___wnovata.c.wcometension-program, but it does- 4,1uv..k -for innoVatIve
; listrict.- . , type... , -- - 
comes anywhere close to us, so we've
friend and vice president for academic
'. "The local Community Action "The energy stanips.which resemble 
worked up a little car, pool and the
programs at Murray State, seems to
: tgetfcy in Lorian County, Ohio, and are used like travelers checks,..are 
parents are taking turns taking the
think all this bitter cold, Arctic air is
1.-__. has...been sponsoring an experimental. _ purchased -on -a -34o4 -ratio so that an- 
. youngsters toschool andtpicking. them .being foreethiewhou us 
by 
a shift in the
-energy stamp" program, to assist clisible participant an _porchase $75_ .11 
in _weehea....ernonn- y week,404akerour "jet stream" winds which blow around
Jaw -income persons in meiling. their — worth of energy stamps for $25 cash. some 35,000 to 50,000 feet. above the
"Applicants must prove their 
11-year-old, :as well as Sandra -liftfody
earth. He's a physicist and knows stuff!tonic heating bills; 
,-
., -figs 'energy stam P project is:....one . _el igibilityon twospecific c-ounts-- their 
and Lonna Lasater to school- hi the
-.
.Of only two such experiments in the very low income, plus high natural gas 
mornings: This was no problem when * like that.
Normally, the pattern has been for
: country...The pilot project in Lorian heating bills. Specifically, they must these winds to blow the frigid Arctic air
demonstrate that their income does not
exceed the limits set by CSA - $5,500-
annual income for a family °flour.
"The applicant is also required to
provide documents relating to their
• own difficulties in paying their utility
bill. In this instance, the agency will
accept -a shutoff notice or an ex-
traordinary tate bill indicating that a
shutoff notice is imminent._
"As should be expected, the majority
or' the applicants are elderly citizens
who most live on small, .fixed income.
In fact, studies show that senior citizens
in many of our Northern States are
compelled to allocate as much as one-
third of their monthly -sOciat security




By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Jan. 25, the 73-th
Li77 There are 3411 davs.left in 
2!the year.
Today's highlight in history:
• On this date in 1915, transcontinental
- telephone service was inaugurated in
the United States. Inventor Alexander
GrahantBell spoke the first words over
The Editor's
Notebook
By GENE McCUTCHEON _
Murray Ledger & Tilitea Editor
The annual federal budget, which
undoubtedly continue the spiral
-that has soared toward the' $500 billion
mark, historically has been a source of
pain for the White House agents who
prepare it and the Congress which must
implement it.
This year the agony will be Com:
pounded. Former President Ford
submitted his program for. fiscal 1978
spending. Now :President Carter will
have- until 1-5--under- tiew-
congressional requirements to present
his version:
A Congress with heavy Democratic
Majorities--will be- ;hone SyMpathetic
naturally to the Carter proposals, but -
even without the shadow of deadlines-
the ability of the Carter administration
to make much of an imprint on the new
budget musthe questioned,
The Council of State Governments
estimates that no more than $10 billion,
about 2 per cent of the budget outlays
are subject to alteration.
The remainder is considered "un-
controllable" because of legislative
decisions made over many, many
years.
It is possible that the doubts could
give way to enthusiasm if Mr. Carter
would go even. -further and adopt a
suggpstion hy economist Herbert Stein.
Stein advocates- zero-based faxatien,
4periodically forcing the government
to -make an affiimative-dectston about
the revenue it wishes to collect."
How about that for a campaign
pledge'? . • -
0+0
How about those Murray . State
Racers? -They've pulled their last two-
games out of the Tire hi the-final
seconds and are now tied with Austin ... -
Peay for the WC lead. -
That tie will be broken this Saturday
when the Racers invade Clarksvillelor
a showdown with APSU. It should prove
to bean exciting contest.
0+Q
Jtle Crugm's award-winning column,
"Low DoWn from the Congressional
Record," is reappealing on this page
today. Crump writes the column while-
Congress is in session and gives some
insight ' into- what's happening on
Capitol Hill. •
The column was recently awarded 
Nevertheless, Mr. Carter has stuck to
his carripaign pledge of a balanced
budget by the end of his four-year term.
- His confidence stems, apparently-,
from hislaity in zero-based budgeting,
a :Wiicess -under . %Web- spending
,.a line from New York to San Francisco., programs Must be reexamined and
- • - Mewl-neer. -On this date: • '4. - - before the youngsters are due at justified periodically.
'f' : 'In1802, liapOleon tionaparte became "Of course, the basic concept, Oven 'school:" -• But Mr. Carter must contend ivith an
the title of an energy stamp program, .1 sr,_, ,president of theltalian Republic. It could, ' Robert Glin rePlied. "It Vernon Stubblefield, Jr., druggist in entrenched -bureaucracy, which, like
may lead to questions about the proper• In 1863, during the American Civil could, but we believe we, are saving on Murray for the past thirty- years the budget, is to a large extent beyond
:. War, _tbe.._firsi_bluek.fuguneut_ut Ike__ I/_aSe of Sq.? Program . within the heat (gas) more with the-later-hours—ltas-beentarited- tra,•- of-the- -his  control Memorigs of othe- r years 
Federal Government framework. This
y, Kentucky State Board Of Pharmacy. He and other pledges stir skepticism. •:•U.S. Army was formed. . than with the earlier ones. Norman
experiment in 'Lorian County, Ohio,.:: In 1944, the World War II battle for we'turn the heat up about 6:45 a. m. has been a member-of the State Board
.. -,--, should provide us with a lot of practical ._ B • -Now we areturning it tip about 7:45. for the past-four-years and received anCassino in Italy began.
In 1949, the first elections were held in
:the new state of Israel:
-' In 1971 Charles Manson and three
• . young women were convicted of the
_-imurderef-actress-SharorrTate and six
others Los Angeles.
".f. In 11'75. Sheik Mulibur Rahman
.:abolished parliamentary rule in -
'4-Bangladesh and assumed absolute -
id t'powers as pres en .
Ten years ago: Israel and Syria
: agreed in a five-hour borderinenDig to.-
: halt the recent outbreaks of hostilities
between the two countries.
7. Five years ago: President Richard
Nixon made public a proposal to end the
:-war in Vietnam which he said had been
.-offerid to the North Vietnamese in
secret three months earlier but had
: been ignored.
: - One year ago: It was reported that
...South African troops in 'Angola were
withdrawing from frontline positions.
Today's birthday: Broadcaster
Edwin Newnan is 58.
Thought for today: To a quick
: question, give a slow answer. - Italian
'.proverb. ,
-Letters To The Editor -
information that will be useful ja
evaluating e concept.
CRU-MP:S GRASS
ROOTSCOMMEN1 - . .
If the energy stamp program .is
adopted by the Federal Government,
the food stamp flaseo should-- provide
ample evidence that striet-controls-are
in order.-
the "Liberty Award" by the Congress
of Freedom, Inc., for the fourth con-
secutive year. Recipients of the award
are persons "who have given consistent
evidence of their loyalty to the basic
pnncifirer-tif- Americanism through
sermons, public addresses, cartoons,
poetry, 'news columns, editorials,
Americanist action, efforts in
education, medicine, etc.
If you're not already a regular ".Low
Down" reader (heck. out the 'column. 
Crwnp's slogan is "Tell It As It Is."
90 




thise home of Mr. and
week. 
Mrs. Ray Reitt Estate People-
Roberts was destroygd by fire on
An average of $42,02 was reported for See Vtgorous Year
The_ Murray
--LiedgerA Times
The Murray ledger & Times is published
every afterrukua except Sundays. July 4:Christ-
mas Day. Neu YeariliTy and Thanksgiving by
Murray Neuspapers. Inc .103N Oh St MurraY.
Ky .42071
Second Class Postage Paid at Murray. Kr
42071
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by
carriers. $2.50 per month, payable in advance.
By mail in Callou ay Counts and to Benton Hat-
din. Mayfield. Sedalia and Earminglon. Ks and
Paris. Buchanan and Pury ear. Tenn .215 00 per
.er Hy mail to other destinations. $301e.1 per
sear
__. Member of Assoctated Press. Kent is Press
Assei iation and Southern Nen ,paner Publisher,
%ssociation . _ .
'Contributions Appreciated
;.` Dear Editor:
: On behalf of the Kidney Foundation of
y, wan o _re ze
personally thankalt of those volunteers ,.
who devoted their 31-Me and efforts
knocking on doors during Ifie- recent--
Murray. It would . not be possible to
eon ct vital research, provide
essential patient services; organize
public and professional progranis
without your full stip_port..
he Kidney Foundation is dedicated . • must wait to be' led by Him, lest we Russell, to Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie„ fund-raising campaign in Murray. I to improving and enriching the lives of fall along the way. - 
past few years but was almost' un-
' • also want to thank all of you- who sup- "kidney patients and their families, • - • 
McCage on January 19, and a girl, noticed by some economists and others,
r ported . the - Kidney Foundation of while seeking cures for the many types' 
Anita Carol, to Mr. and Mrs. Eugene S. who had their eyes glued to the figures
: Kentucky, recognizing the need ,to of kidney disease.
:. reduce and hopefully eliminate a Again, thank you for contributing to a
disease which-is this r country's fourth successful, educational fund-raising .. :
• niajor health problem. - drive in Murray.
Yo ti can be sure: that your con- - Sincerely,
- tributiotis will-- .be utilized to - assist ' Ter`ry Giveri Executive Director
.; kidney patients and their families in - - - Kidney Foundatioo of Kentucky-,-=










New School ̀Crisis!- Hours
Need Not Work A4 Hardship
By M. C. Garrott take them just as if classes were
Have the flop 9 a.".m. to 2:30 p.m. starting at 8 a. 
m.
"energy also" school hours upset the Robert Glin will be there from 7:20 on
 t column for Readers Who' travail Time to routine of things at your house as 
they to tookout for thera, anaGlenda will be
Review the Congressional Record Daily) have ours? .., 
,waiting in the cafeteria with breakfast
if they, need it. You can't beat the 15-
"that we use less heat later 011 in the
morning than in the early hours of the
day. Apparently, things warm up a bit
as we-getinto the day, and we require January 23.
less heat." •
That makes sense - good, timely rifle sale ofilark fired tobacco yesterday -
sense. . on the -MurraX Market:
•• +++++ ' Births repo ed include a boy to Mi.
Robert CAM went on to explain that and Mrs. - Phitlip Shelton and a boy to
any parents who are working and need Mr. and Mrs. William Thomas Lamb,
to bring their youngsters to school Jr., both onjanuary 20. -
-before 8 a. m. are .free to do so. The Carol Barrow, Shirley Bazzell,
doors Open at 7:20 a. m. and he's always Glenda Compton, Carol- Eaves. -and
re 45 watZE-cTIC alit), arrivals -- Cathy Harris of the Calloway County
until the teachers arrive. High School Beta ,Club presented a
He also 'Went on to tell me that, if special program at the meeting of the
necessary, a youngster can get a pretty Kirksey.SchoOFPTA. The girls-gave the
fair breakfast in the school's cafeteria same program at the Kentucky Beta
for only 15 cents. His wife,' Glenda, is. Club convention and received a sten-
the dietitian, and they have milk, ding ovation, said Calloway Principal
orange juice, cereal, doughnuts and Howard Crittenden who introduced the
other sweets for the youngsters to girls.
choose from. Old West Ward School at
Mayfield was neverlike that!
- • +++++ 20 .Years. Ago
the t
a
- - _ -- •
started- in 1977, making it the second-
best year ever for this type of con-
. In all, said the Realtors, "American
struction. -
-consumers will spend $220 billion to
purchase neartY 4.7 million single-
family homes, Making this the best
. year-ever for-the-single-family home
market."
What astonishes some students of the
housing market is that the surge comes
in the face of higher prices - prices
that some of them had felt would rule •
out statistics such as those now
forecast.
T,lie median pricepf an existing home
a resale borne -- is expected to. rise
by 8 per cent, or about $3,000, to $42,000So, if you are a working parent atid _ homes and a 10 per cent increase for
the new sabot hour i are causing you Larry Stephen Grogan, son of Mr. newly built units. • by the end of the year. New homes are
inconvenience in getting your and Mrs. John Grogan of Murray Route The cost of mortgages, 'however, is expected to rise nearly '10 per tent,
youngster or-youngsters to school at 9 a. Three, has been named the Calloway expected to go the other way, falling Surpassing the $50,000 mark.
While some young couples are relying
on loans from their parents in order to
meet the increasingly large down
payments required, some buyers are
benefiting from a relaxation of mon-
tgagernoney restraints.'
The 'thrift industry,- -made up of
sayings banks and savings and loan
post
in 1976, and is expected to be in a strong
position to lend throughout 1971.
While bilsiness and government
borrowing is expected to absorb some
of the excess funds, 'perhaps nudging
interest rates higher near the-end of the-
on newly built homes. year, the funds available to housing areChanney on January 9.
Rebecca Tarry discussed her mission A number of factors are barind the
• r
epected to be more than adequate.
work in Oregon and Washingtonlapke_
meeting - of the Basiness Women's new homes, the greater spaciousness of hn t It The- Truth
'interest, including tlie higher cost of -
sortie existing hones, . the desire of
-sOnieryoungrouplesto renovate units in
mature neighborhoods.
In-addition to higher_sales for existing
___ho_m6s._the.Realtors expect that, n bout.
1.3 'million single-family homes Will be
m , don't,be too upset. Go ahead and County winner in an essay contest 4,
--sponsored by the Courier-Journal. He is
during the first half of the year to 8.5
per cent before Stabilizing and then
• a seventh grade student at Alino High-. probably inching higher. Rates last
_Bible Tho ht sch'•
•
By JOHN C-UNNEFF.- - -
AP Business Analyst
NEW YORK ( AP) - Real estate
-people are looking for this-year-to be-the
most vigorous ever in sales of single:
family dwellings, - despite an an-
ticipated-rise-in the median price' of
new homes to more than $50,000.
That expectation, fronrthettationat-
Association of Realtors, stands in sharp
contrast to • some other industrial
forecasts that are hedged against the
possiliilities of rising interest rates and
inflation.
The Realtors concede that inflation
will be apparent in the housing market,
but no more so than in 1976. They
forecast an- 8 per cent rise for existing
Dear Editor:
Each year, during the month of
January, the American Association oft
: Blood Banks along with -it's 2000
• member banks salutes the mans'
volunteer donors Who have given blited
during the year It is with the support Of
'you. the blood' donor, that the 'Murray-
Calloway County Hospital Blood' Bank
•;:has been able to provide this corn,
.munity with all it's blood needs during
the past year. You provide a life
':."suStaining 'iubstance, one that is
' needed by hundreds of people in our
4.4 community:
Special appreciation' is . due the
.•:'Murray Lions Club for their continuing
support of the. prograip. Also a special
thanks to the Fisher Price Co. who
' • tvhen necessary is always willing to
allow their employeesIo (Innate blood'
during working hours. We appreciate
the Thiany Murray State University
-
Student Organizations who are active in
.the program along' with other
businesses and organizations too
numerints to mention.
We also thank the many .peOple' who
dotipte individually: A special thanks to
those who donate on a regular basis and
especially those who have reached the.
one gallon mark since the beginning of
the program.Ve 'can always rely upon
these repeit donors- when emergency
situations arise. '
Each bleed donor should proud of
his -participation in this very necessary, -
prOgrano,- and we the entire staff of the
Murray-Calloway County -Hospital
Blood Bank salute you
Sincerely,






Federation of the WMU of the good -
River Baptist Association 'held at,
Calvert City. Also on the program from
Murray Were Mrs. Hugh McElrath,
Mial..a_urioe Tarr*, and Mrs. Eugene
r Shipley.
total 3.4 million.
The interest Of Americans in homes, 
p u ly occupied soared during the
What is civilization? It is an excuse to
forsake the forest for the freeway, the ,




Inability To Tolerate Milk
Q: Mm TX. writes that her 6-
year-old son has abdominal
cramps and diarrhea whenever
he drinks milk. Her physician
tells her that the disease is in-
herited and incurable because
the child lacks something to help
him digest milk. He'also says
' that no medicine will be helpful
and that her son should avoid,
milk
Mrs. TX. wants to know some-
thing about such a disease,
especially whether-it can lead to
complications 'and' shorten her.
son's life.
A: Your son probably has
been born with a lactase defi-
ciency. Lactase is'an enzyine
that usually is formed in the lin-
By F.J.L. Blasin
* cells of the small intestine
arid that serves to break down
the sugar (lactase) in milk so that
it is digested and atisorbed.
When the enzyme is missing.
the milk sugar remains unab-
sorbed by the intestine, the bac-
teria in it crillse the sugar to
break down and draw water put
of the blood into the bowel to
produce diarrhea. Also, an etc-
cess of gas in the bowel may
tom and bring,abaut cramping.
Lactasefieficiency is supposed
to be more common among
blacks and some Orientals,
thoqgh the condition may be just
, _as common in others, -but, goes
unrecogniaed. '
• The condition is usually worse
garlic M.D
during infancy' and childhood.'
Many who have the trouble
early in life appear to Outgrow it
as they get. oider.
Lactase deficiency Will not
shorten life or lead to other corn--
plications. .
No medicine is effective.
Treatment consistS of avoiding
-milk and milk products. An ale.'
quate diet without them' can be
obtained and can provide 'both
relief and proper nutrition.
Difficulty In Reading
A Sign of Old Age?
Q: Mr. F.J. writes that he has
just turned 40 years old and has
noticed a rather _sudden onset of
difficulty in teadow fine print,
such as his newspaper. He won-
ders if be is having changes in
his eyes that will requiretim In
• • Wear glasses "like other old peo-
ple"
--I A: It i passible that you. are
Eiting srne haniening of the
lens of yrur eyes (presbyapia)
. and that you may need glazes.
While you are a little young for
this condition, these changes.
may appear earlier in some peo-
ple than others.
In any even( you 'should have
your eyes exasnined to obtain a
--certain diagnosis and to be fined
with glasses if you nrid them. If
you do need glasses, they will
bring prompt. pleasant relief.
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Influenza B Is
Confirmed In D. C.
By JACK STILLMAN
Associated Press Writer
A survey of state health
departments across the
country by The Associated
Press showed on Monday that
there have been confirmed
cases of Influenza B in ten
states and the District of
Columbia so far this winter.
A spokesman for the
national Center for Disease
Control said there was no data
upon which to judge how large
this year's outbreak of flu-like
illnesses is compared with
earlier years because the
illnesses have not been studied
systematically before.
But „Dr. David J. Sencer,
director of the CDC, indicated
that the number of flu-like
illnesses being reported to the
center was not large.




through state health depar-
tments and 120 cities,
indicates that there is no
significant flu outbreak.
Influenza B is similar to the
B-Hong Kong virus- that
. caused 12,700 deaths in the
epidemic of 1968-69, officials
said.
Influenza B is different from
Influenza A in that the virus
does not change its molecular
structure as often as the
latter, and thus it usually
attacks children and young
adults because they are less
immune. Its mortality rate is
not as high as Influenza A.
The swine flu, which of-
ficials feared would be
widespread this' winter, is a
strain of A-type influenza.
That fear prompted the now
suspended national swine flu
vaccination program.
About 400 students at
Vanderbilt University in
Nashville, Tenn., had been
treated for flidike illnesses
through Monday, officials of
the student health center
reported. About 40 of those
cases over the past week have
been tested and found to be the
type B flu, they said.
The Colorado Department of
Health confirmed that the
B-type flu was responsible for '
illness to an undetermined
number of persons in the
state's Grand and Summit
counties last week.
Dr. Robert Fontaine, a
Colorado health department
epidemiologist, said there
were 390 cases of flu-like
illness reported from Grand
County and another 100 cases
from Summit County.
He said so far this year,
without counting the recent
:illnesses in the two _countiss
and in the small mountain
community of Eagle, there
have been 1,900 unconfirmed, _
flu-like illnesses across
Colorado.
This compared with 613
cases of flu-like illnesses in the
state for the first 24 days of
January 1976, said Dr. Fon-
taine.
The Associated Press
survey showed cases of type B




Louisiana and the District of
Columbia. Earlier it was
reported that lab lists had
confirmed some cases of B-
type flu in,Pennsylvania.
Swine flu, known as A-New
Jersey, has been confirmed in
Wisconsin and Minnesota —
rib of the cases were
associated with hog farming.
Newsmen Have The Right
To Check Grocery Prices
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP)—A Lexington television
station whose reporters are
checking comparative food
prices has been told that the
•
Holbrook of Auxier that a
state Education Department
employe cannot run for county
magistrate and remain a state
worker if he is under the merit 
' newsmen have the right to do
-so under certain ground rules.
Asst. Atty. Gen. H. Regina
Cullen said the reporters
cannot be arbitrarily excluded
from a store without
reasonable grounds.
"Such a reasonable basis
might be mnthtenance of
normal operations, protection
of property or preventing
harassment of 'other store
employes or patrons," she
said.
The advice, without force of
law, went to Rich Gimmel,
news director of television
station WTVQ.
"The rights of a reporter
must be viewed in the same
light as those of any other
member of the public," the
opinion said.
There has been no incident
involving eviction of a
reporter, Gimmel said
Monday, "but we're an-
ticipating the possibility and,
wanted some sort of legal
opinion to back us up."
He said the station has
started a regular check of
major feed chain stores in the
Lexington area to compare
Lexington and Louisville
"market basket" prices.
Gimmel said a gap has been
left by the state Council for
Economic Advisers, which
used to conduct such surveys
but ran out of funds.
"So far our people have
gotten some funny looks; but
nobody has been thrown out,"
Gimmel said.
Dona Rains, a newswoman
for the Anderson News in
Lawrenceburg, was told in
another opinion that -she
cannot obtain a court's
disposition of ajlivenile case.
Ms. Rains sa18 she did not
want the youngster's name or
to sit in on hearings, but
merely the outcome of the
Case.
Asst. Atty. . Gen. Robert
Chenowith said the case may
not be made public. -
In another opinion, Asst.
Atty. Gen. Walter Herdmao
said the Fraternal Order of
Police Chapter in Lexington
may endorse political can-
didates, although individual
officers are banned from
active campaigning.
He added thet if the geoupr,
were incorporated, it would be
prohibited from providing any
money or services to a can-
didate.




On the other hand, he said, if
the employe is exempt from
the merit system, he could







mination to reduce pomp at
the White House will force his
key aides to join the rest of the
world in solving the problem
of how to get to work.
- Carter decided Monday that
no chauffeured limousines Will
pick up his ranking aides at
their homes and take them in
style to the office.
Instead, they'll be en-
couraged to form car pools,
which will have special ,
parking privileges at the
White House. - - - •
In the Ford administration,
13 top aides got rides to work.
Unite' Presidelit Nixon, the -
figure was about 20.
Press Secretary Jody
Powell . said he could not say
how much the reduction of the
White House motor pool from
58 cars to 36 will save. He said
the'money involved was not as
important to Carter as the
symbolism of the gesture.
"If the President and the
Administration intend, as we
do, to call on other parts of the
executive branch to 'make
reductions, 'and to call on the
American people to make
individual sacrifices, it is
certainly incumbent upon us
to make similar reductions,"
Powell said.
Powell said he himself has
ben taking cabs to work and
will sertt using his 1966
Volkswagen as soon as it can
be brought up from Atlanta.
There will still be
limousine i for Cabinet
members, and White House
cars with drivers will be
available for staff inembers
who need to travel abo...4 the
city during working hours,
Powell said.
Psittacosis, or parrot fever,
is an infectious disease trans-
mitted to man by various types
of birds. Although it is thought
to be transmitted chiefly by
parrots, it can. also be spread
by parakeets, pigeons "and tur-
keys.
The nighttime cold
medicine that helps you
get the restful sleep you
need. 10-11 oz







100% acetate with lace covered elastic legs
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score at 12-12 with 14:23 left in
the first half.
The Wildcat -shooting
improved, at- that point, once
setting a six point advantage,
but Mississippi *totted the
game agaikat 20,22 and -24.
From that point, the
Kenlucky dominance oxen.
whelped' the, Rebels and
within •five minutes Kentiici-y
was ahead by 12. Three
minutes later it was 16-and the
second half was a romp. '
The victory was Kentucky's
13th of the season against two
losses-both of them at
home- and set-the Wildcats at
6-1 in the Southeastern Con-
ference. Mississippi now is 7-9
play.
College Poll
By The Associated Press
The Top Twenty teams in
The Aisociated Press college
basketball poll, with first-place
votes in parentheses, season
records and total points. Points
based on 20-1846-14-12-1048-74-
5-4-3-2-1:
1.San Fran (47) 19-0 1,049
2.Michigan (3) 13-1 895
3.Alabama • 14-1 '705'
4.N.Carolina (4) 13-2 658
(1 ) .16-1 • 566




-10.Wake Forest 14-2 364
11.Louisville 12-1 359
12.Cincinnati 12-2 „. 276
13.Mirmesiita 124. 219
14.Providence 14-2 121 -- •
15.Arkansas 14-1 102 SLIPPING BY- Frank Gilliam ofj the Tigers slips past 6-8
IS.Arizona 14-2 99 David Youngblood of MayfieTd-104two points. The win over
17.Syracuse 14-2 45 Mayfield marks the second consecutive year the Tigers have33
24 won on the Cardinal hoinecourt.
, •
(Man Plioto-bylk-nTy-DT-ikur
INSIDE, OUTSIDE-It didn't matter where Raymond Sims
(10) was at Monilay night, he Was hitting everything. Sims
fired bin game-high 29 points in the Murray Nigh win, marking
the first time since January 3 the Tigers have played.
_ - (Suitt Photo by larry Drs.)
Michigan Coach Takes Credit
As His Club Rallies For Win
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
."Why are we 14-1?" asked
Leffler Scores 38 Hill
32 As Jayvees Gain Win
-
There really isn't such a thing as a jun,ior varsity team at
Murray State.
But don't tell Western Kentucky's jayvees that.
Westerlies jayvees, which included a.eouple of people who
had gtarted varsity earlier in the season fot the Hilltoppeis,
fe1191-86 to Murray Monday night in the preliminary game at
Diddle Arena.
Racer assistant coach Jim Calvin took six players, gave
them some good coaching, some faith and from there,-they
took over.
It was nip and tuck for most of the first half until late in the
period when Western pulled away and moved out to a 49-42
lead at intermission. .
-- But in the second half, behind the brilliant'play Of Toni Lef-
fler and Duncan Hill, the Racers began pecking away at the
lead.
'Midway through the half, Murray took the lead when Lef-
fler crashed to the basket for an offensive rebound and the
Racers never looked back again.
Leffler, a 6-5 sophomore workhorse, fired in a game-high 38
points man awesome effort. He hit 10 of 18 from the field, 18
Hill, a 6-3 guard from Louisville Central, firecein 32 points.
He hit nine of 16 from the floor and a remarkable 15 of 15 from
th- e free throw line. Hill, only a freshman, showed out-
standing poise and leadership 
ability.- Wish-Mari Darrell "Pirate" Willett, Who shot only nine
10 rebounds id an outstanding effort. Jelin:if guard Glen
Jackson of Murray added eight points and five rebotuids.
_limior _Mike Brown, who shot just four times in the ganie,
rounded out the scoring with four points and hauled off eight
rebounds. John Homan played but did not score.
The-jaYirees, who neer get to practice together or run
plays, will get a couple of more 'chances to see playing time
as they will play theAVestern jayvees next month here in a
preliminary game and may possibly play a few more league
teams.
Wildcats Put On Show




Score one-a big one-for the
Kentucky bench. Just look at
the box score.
Humiliated as they were,
the Mississippi Rebels'
7s-tarring five , outscored
Kentucky's starters by three




night the Mississippi starting
• five outscored Kentucky 65-62
but, unfortunately, the sixth-
ranked Wildcat substitutes
, turned in a spectacular 36-8
dominance to insure an
Consider such facts:
—Only two Mississippi
substitutes scored from the
field-Jim Varner and Tom
Warda, with two baskets each.
None of the Reb subs even get
to the free throw line.'
Meantime, Kentucky's
Lavon Williams bit five of six
is did James Lee, while Tim
Stephens was two-for-five and
Dwane Casey connected on
two 'of three:,
Kentucky's Truman Claytor
missed . his only shot and,
Merton Haskins, who played
only nine 'minutes, didn't try
any. _
The effect Of it all was that
' Mississippi's _starting five
beat Keptucky 65-62 while
KentuckY'i substitutes won
-the ball game, with a 36-8
count.
In the meantime Jack
Givens, who led Kentucky's 18.Purdue 11-4
scoring with 19 points became wciemsoo 13-3
the 16th highest sorer in the7'.201dempliiser-- 18-2
University's history, now with
1,173 points with a season and
, go.
At -his-present scoring rate,
he will finish his &reel-- at
, least fourttt'on-rr-scoring list
that is certainty the best in the
Southeastern Conference.
Keinticky seemed befuddled
early against • a pressing
Mississippi offense and fell
behind by four points five Michigan hasketball Coach
times in aiti* before tyirithe--Johnnypri.
"DA rned_geod coaching,"
replied Michigiii basketball
Coach Johnny Orr. - •
Ore's latest effort was a 92-
81 Big Ten Conference victory
over Onto State Monday night
at Columbus, Ohio, no less.
With 2:14 to go- in the second
half. Orr found his second-
ranked Wolverines trailing 81-
80k-,The natives Were howling
for An upset by the Buckeyes,
so it was time for some of that
good coaching.
"We Showed real poise when
the crowd.- went wild," Orr
said.' "We brought' it right
back to theth." '
Michigan:. brough1 it bark;
thanks to , their thre&guhrd
offense of Steve Grote, Ricky
Green a naDave Baxter. '•
"Our three-guard offensc\
gave us good defense," said
Orr, in an understathient.
The Wplverines held Ohio
State scoreless frail that point,
on while hitting 12 pointS-
thernselves - sjx by. Baxter
and five by • center Phil
116 NOM 7Th Hubbard - clinching their,
MAYFIELD / 2-47.59, 4 -----teuelith straight Big Ten •








hi look .Is he) .% thNen
, • -ISi 'we tor golit
, ',11c 074.1. ( PItp.
1131
with 17 points and Baxter, a
reserve, had 16:
Elsewhere among the Top
Ten, No. 3 AlaWilia squeaked
past Georgia 78-74- in over-
time, No. 6 Kentucky trounced
Mississippi 100-73. and No. 7
Tennessee beat Mississippi
State 68-59. all in Southeastern
Confereni•e games. -
Among the Second Ten. No.
11 Louisville routed Long
island • 10768-, No. 13 -Min-.
nesota beat Michigan State 75-
70, No. 14 Proviaence trounced
Can isius -,86-69, No: 15_
Arkansas defeated Texas
A&M 72-58, No. 17 Syracuse
topped Buffalo 91-71, and No.
18 Purdue beat Wisconsin 81-
71.
• The "Bernie nd Ernie
Show" helped Tennessee raise
its SEC. record to 8-0 and kept
IBC VoIS 2. games ahead of
Kentucky Ind Alataina, each
6-L.
•
Bernard King, • the SEC
scoring leader, „seated 27
points and Ernie Grunfeld
added 24 as Tennessee posted
its 12th. straight victory and
raised its record to 14-2.
..Alahama nee* five plaints
in overtime from, reserve Don
Boweeman to sneak past
Gestrgia, whieWsent the game
into The extra period on
By Barry William Drew Monday night Coach Miller
Murray Ledger and Times took his Tigers to Mayfield
Staff -Writer and Murray posted a 62-59
If there is anything that a victory over a very tough
basketball coach doesn't need Mayfield team that had
it's a 20-day lar-off, due to bad played two games in
%rather, and a react Louisville this pa"st weekend.
basketball gameagainst arch We had the long lay-off, but
rival Mayfield all at the'same we practiced quite a bit and
time. Sometimes things like really worked on the defense,"
this happen. Just ask Tiger Miller Said. "What we had
Coach Cary Miller. here' tonight was a real team
effort."
Mayfield drew first blood onCollege Scores baskets- tallied' by 'Joey
- Shelton- lead AS Viet_ Meta_ clock. The tie was 
not to be.
By The Associated Press Youngblood and the Cards 
EAST went up by four. They retained 
few minutes would show. n With ball back in play ---
The next two minutes saw Mayfield blew a wide open
7.3 rebound and as the Tigers came stormi 8-2 and ng 
the Cards outscore the Tigers lay-up and Perry got the
the score Was a very drove the length
Boston St 80, S Connecticut the lead for all of one minute






_ find net that he had been ,Linnicefrut67..Wision-U•14---__byBaymead,liinto-and-Ahc- rPmaining_in th° annle- _
I ivOrge Washington 104, score was tied 4-4 with 5:_10 At 405 left the Tigeri-reirly- 
fouled, at the other end of the
floor.
Murray ended the game by
three at 62-59 and a hard-
fought and well deserved win
over the rugged Red Birds
from Mayfield.-
Mayfield coach, Bob
Sparks, said it -all, We had
our chances. The last shot was
ours and we blew the wide-
open shot. We just didn'tbdo it
when we had to and we really
did-have the chance to put it
away." -
With the loss, Mayfield is 6-5
on the season while Murray
High is 7-1 and faces Fulton
County . Tuesday night
followed by Calloway County
-Alabama 78 - -managed to keep-the carcks-liv •point-S. Some of them came on -SaturdaY night-
IDWEST • - the position of having to play driving lay-upi but most were .
De Paul 93, Bradley 73 "catch-up" basketball, from the outside as the. 
- soraissims
Illinois 71, Northwestern 68 Semeral times Mayfield basketball seemed to have Sims 
Louisville 107, LIU 68, " "eaught:up" only to have the eyes, and found the, -basket tilt*
,
Minnesota 75, Michigan St few points -amt. the situation or two, from 20-plus feet out.' Harcourt • 3 ,3-3 2 3
— -was repeated: , Sun.fUra super aksarason  o o




'31,1ine 74, New Hampshire
Manhattan 69, St. Francis,
63
Pror idenee 86, Canisius 69
racuse 91, Buffalo 71
SOUTH
Alabama 78, Georgia 74, OT
urn Ian 100, E Carolina 89
Kentucky 100, Mississippi 73
Tennessee 68, Mississippi St
59
Tuliiie WO, Texas Christian
82
Vanderbilt 68, 1SU 67
William & Mary 61, Citadel
5:3
Jacksonville St 90, N
Michigan 92, Ohio St 81
Purdue 81, Wisconsin 71
SOU'llf WE-if
Arkansas 72, Texas A&M 58
Houston f 11, Baylor 89
Oral Roberts 87, A' Texas St
67
Texas 74, Rice 68
Texas Ad 78, Tarleton St 75
s. Texas Tea 58, SMU 57
FAR WEST
Weber St 86, Stanislaus St 57
layup by Charley,Dorsey with
one second left in regulation.
Kentucky mOV-ed out from a
24-24 tie midway through the
first half and led by as many
as 16 points before jn-
termission, then Tinned ahead
by - 27 3'2 Minutes into the
second half in raising its
tetOrd to 13-2. „Jack- Givens •
topped six Wildcat  in double
--figures with 19 points.
Dai ell  Griffith, a 64W-I '7
freshman reserve, scored 20
. points.- eading Louisville, 13-
2, to ,its 10th victory in a row,
over outmanned LIU.
Michael Thompson and Way
Williams- combined for 47
points for Minnesota, 13-land
4-1 -in the, Big Ten after its
victory over Michigan State.
Providence, 15-2,moved to a
13-point lead midway through
the first halt and coastit past





NEW YORK -- Ken Stabler,
quarterback of the Super Bowl
chompion Oakland Raiders,
was named the -1976 lila*
-1Firofessienal Athlete of the
Year IV a nationwide panel of
sportswriters and broad-
tasters.
-remaining in the first quarter.
The Cards were not, to see
the lead again-Until the fourth
quarter.
Both teams played rugged
-defense: The- Tigers really
"hung in there" against their
taller opponents but were only
out-rebouoded by 40-38.
"When it really got tough we
knew we had to go to the "Raymond had a super
boards," Miller stated. night for us"Miller said. "He
"Lindsey Hudspeth had 12, put the, bai up 21 times and
rebounds and that is in- came away with 14 baskets
dieative of the kind of and one from thstripe. What
basketball our team, played else can you say?"
r 
tonight." With 29 points Rilymond
Although the Tigers never Sims lead all scorers and he
held a convincing lead they 't care where he got his
basketball or football the
situation is just that much
worse.
In the third quarter
Mayfield whittled away at the
Murray lead. The Tigers let up
a little and with 2:25 left
Mayfield had closed the gap to
38-37. But the Tigers :„.came
back • and the quarter ended
with Murray back on top by
five at 44-39.
Witte#6:11 left in the fourth
quarter the Titers had pushed
the lead out - 4841, not a
became aggressive under the
boards. In the space of a few
seconds the super aggressive
Tigers took eight shots at the
basket, controlled all the
-rebounds and, finally, were
treated to another bucket by
Sims along with a foul. Give
Sims two and one from the
line.
Tiger push the lead away by a from 12 from 15 d time
As the clock wound down
under one minute the tension
began to build as the Cards
managed to tie the score again
at 59-59 with 57 seconds left.
With possession of the ball
and 57 seconds to kill Mayfield
went to the fops-corners and
prepared for the last shot and,
hopefully, the victory. "
Sims had other Ideas and he
stole the ball and laid-it up for
two and the Cards were down
59-61 and a possible tie with
just seconds showing on the
tP
 142 031 2 294
2 2 1 6
3 0 3 6
fg ft pt
five point lead at 34-29 and there to lay on all the' help they
headed for the dressing rodm _could muster.
knowing full well that the "All seven people that
Cards were going to pull out played had a hand in this
all the stops in the second half. _e0.0ey ',' coach Miller stated.
Anyone that has lived in "It had to be a great team
Murray for just a little while effort because we were in
knows that Mayfield wouldn't against a really fine team and
accept a loss in checkers if the hey piaypd a great game in
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Warren's Shot Ends Double Overtime Heartslopper
Cardiac Kids Do -
lt One More Time
'By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
There are a_ Million ways to
say it. And to say it the best is
impossible.
Perhaps the best way-to say
it is to do it honestly.
-HONESTLY: Yes, there





everybody. We believe in each
—Other and more than anything '
, else, we believe in prayer,"
said Danny
-Jarrett was still --crazy.- So 
240,
TAKE THAT!! -John Randall (21) of the Racers leaps high into the air to bat away a shot by
Steve Ashby of Western. Under the bucket are Mike Muff and Jimmy Warren. Seconds after this
picture was taken. Warren raced down the court and put up a 20-footer that gave the Racers
their double overtime win at Western.
(Staff Photos by Mike Brandeis)
GAME OF INCHES-Look closely. It's really hard to tell what happened isn't it? loch
Blasingame of the Racers hit this shot early in the game. It cleared the hands of Western's
Aaron Bryant by no more than an inch. And in a two-point, double overtime game, just think






Tip By J. J. Should Make Rip _
WhaLelse_mthergalVIald ? ----
Time and time again Monday night in
Diddle Arena, Murray Sta,te University was
  beaten. But time and time again, they didn't
pay any-attention to what was aliiinst ale&
Just like last Saturday when the Racers
pulled off a miracleTRer Middle Tennessee,
people were breathless-. There was hardly
• any emotion left in the fans after a wild
celebration at midcourt.
Ah, but Jimmy Warren. _
"I played 48 minutes?" Warren asked.
"I didn't know that;" he &filled.
Someone asked him if he felt like playint
48 moreminutes • • _
"I'd go out and 'do it rightnow, play
anybody because we could beat them,"
Warren grinned. _ •
It was time for.. the _pimpball under the
Racer baskeLand there were 17 seconds left
in regulation play as Western led 65-61.
You will hear about the play for years and
years. , And unless' you were there, yoti witl
never believe it, no matter where you read it
ono matter who tells jou. -
John Randall walked over to the official-
and put his arm araiknd the matkinstripes.
John nodded his head and grimly Walked
back toward the circle, knoWing all the time
he fas going to go up for the jumpball and
tip it right in the basket. .
It was purely magic. At first, the fans in
Diddle Arena booed because the basket was
allowed. There were even a few arguments
on press rbw.
But yes, it 31d count. EVen Western coach
Jim Richards had no complaint about that.
And then suddenly, after everyone.realized
the basket was indeed good, there were
few oohs and affrand 99.99 per cent of the
fans had just witnessed something they had
never seen in their lives.
it was by far mOre. impressive than' his
two slam-dunk rebounds at .Morehead
*artier this month. .
t/uncallifill- "Man we just p
Of a game: That's all, everybody played that
kind of game." -
Darrell Willett: "During the  ame, I told
myself we were going to win by two points.
But then I got superstitious and decided if I.
told anyone, it might_not be a smart move. I
didn't want to jinx us."
Tom eeffler: "We were_down last year
and never got any breaks. his year, we're
winning the-tight ones and we are getting the
breaks. That's a championshiplallclub for
you."
Most people had highly underestimated
Western Kentucky:" -
With a-healthy 6-10 Lloyd Terry in the
lineup along with 6-7 transfer pimping jack
Aaron Bryant, the Hilltippers are easily 15
or 20 points better than. theY were-at the
start of the conference season. _
There is one thing you can mark in your
• little black book: 'Western is going to beat
-- some peoiale -in Diddle Arena. They are
definitely going to hurt one of the top teams
in the league.
But, it can't be Murray.'
Win ' or, lose Saturday In Clarskville, you
nowfiave learned a lesson from the last two
games. •
Never couqt Murray State out.
Tp win at Austin Peay might be more
difficult than to roller skate in a 'buffalb
herd, as the old Song by Roger Miller used to
go.
But if the Racers are going to tio it, this is
the tithe. The fan i in Austin Peay have not
been turning out t. support their club.
Austin Peay has drawn no larger crowd than
- 6,000 lifMnn Center, which seats 9,000.
, Saturday night, there will , be tickets ,
available for Murray.State fans: And if the
Racers can gh to Western and win with less
than 100 fans cheering ler Ahem, anything.', 
could happen, in Clarksville if 'a-couple of





were the -fans. And .why
shouldn't everyone be crazy
for once in their lives?.
There was no way Murray
State University should have
defeated Western Kentucky
University iii Diddle Arena
Monday night. There was no
way, yet...the Racers
managed to escape in double
overtime with an 89-87 win.
There were things that
happened that don't happen-on
hatketball. courts: - Yet; they
happened.
• With 17., „seconds left in
regialatkin play. Murray
trailed Western 65-61 and
people were leaving, Diddle
Arena, wrapping their red
und them to protM-
themselves from the chill .tf
the night. ' •
But there. was one thing the
red towels wouldn't- protect
against. John Randall. v.
How in r‘the world John
an .a manages ft; ao
something inhuman in almost
every game is beyond
imagination. But he did.
"If! tip the ball in on'a jump
ball, will it count?" Randall
asked an official as he stepped




- A basketball . appreciation
dinner for the Murray State
Racers ,will be held at
Pagliai's Pizza Wednesday at
5:30 p.m.
Members of thefiacers wilt
be on hand, along with players
and coaches, at 5:30 p.m. and
will be available for pictures.
and autographs.
The dinner will begin at.6: 30
p.m-. and anyone buying a
meal will receive a free drink
for 'Pagliai's, who is spon-
soring the get-acquainted
dinner.
After dinner, Coach Fred
Overton will speak about the
team and discuss the future of
basketball- at Murray State.
()voila) will alwy bp available 
. Fred Overton
-
for a question-answer siries
with the fans.
' This will be an 'informal
meeting and a great op-
portunity to Meet and talk
with the tea.
Iteservations for the dinner
Ore advisable. For reser






and advanced'io the final of -
the Northshore Open Tennis
Tournament.
•
Ripley s Believe It or Not
wouldn't have believed. John
Randall tipped in the dall_on a
itilnp,ball, tounted and
Murray trailed by two.
Then _Mike Muff stole the
halt. He hit two free throws
after being fouled and the
game was tied.
And with just five seconds
left. Milff was fouled again
dlter,lh_eitacves stole the bah.
His two free throws gave
Murray a 67-65 lead but at the
buzzer, sophomore transfer
,
Aa ron !fa: .-vr y ant .414 _ estern .1nt
from 10 feet and sent the gime
into overtime. - -
Honestly, there isno way to
put into worth what Murray
State University did. For. 13
years, the Racers had'ilot won
at Diddle Arena. They stared
. adversity in the face and came
away victorious.
They were - down, - and-
CMUlted.Oul..,just like Saturday
night at the Sports-- Arena
_when the RaCers trailed
Middle TerilieSsee by- sit
THE FLYING MkCHINE-Junior guard Jimmy Warren, who
fired in 19 points including the game-winning shot, soars high
into the air on this drive past two Western defenders. Under
thelacket is senior loch Blasingame who had the best game
of his career.
AMBIDEXTROUS JOHN- John Randall doesn't have any
problem shooting the boll when he drives for the hoop. From 15
feet out, he can use either the left or right hand. Here, he
takes it up with the left hand one drive as teammate Mike
Muff (4) tries to get in rebound position.
(p.aff Plattes by Mike Brandon)
points with 36 seconds left yet,
somehow, came back to Win.
After Bryant's shot at the
buzzer at thelnd Of regulation
play seemingly took the wind
from the Racers' sail, Murray
curie right back again.
• Down 75-71 with 31 seconds'
left in the first overtime,
senior forward Zech
Blasingame- bulled his • way.,,,
insidend.iiit_on.A 1/Inv-Point
play' tocut the Western lead to
one.
With 20 --.-seconds-- left;
Western all but cinched the
wines casex..Cebula. hit on a
y up o give e Hilltoppers a
77:14-lead. But
With .18 seconds left, Ran-
dall was fouled. His first free
throw went in. 'his second one
went off .and Western had the
ball with -a two-point lead.
With 10 seconds left, Torn'
Shinn was fouled and stepped
to the line with two free throws
and a chance to put the.,game
away for Western. Shinn
choked. He missed both free
throws and the Racers got the
ball- • '
And with just three seconds.
left, freshman Lenny Barber,
who looks too little to play.
college ball, gunned in a 20-
foot jumper and the time had
run out and the Score was tied
again at 77-77.- • •
- "When' I shot it,-I was pat
looking at the clock and trying
to get agood, open shot. I shot
off 'balance but I kriegi it was
going in," Barber stinted.
In the second .overtime,
-there-was no- dnuht. it was
Murray. 
,
-The Racers zipped to an 85-
lead with two consecutive
'inside shots by Blasingame.
Western forced ties at 85 and
87 but Stilt, you somehow got
the feeling Murray had gone
too far to lose,
After Mike Prince, had hit a
15-footer with just 15 seconds
left to tie tbe game, the Racers
got the ball - and worked-W.
:down the floor.
Junior college All-Amerrcan
Jinuny Warren:then jacked up
a 15-footer from the left corner
and hit nothing but net. By the
-time-the ball hit the floor, the
horn had sounded and there
was a wild celebration at "-
midcourt.
There were 22 ties in the
game, 13 times the lead
changed hands.
._ Most people thought the
game was over with 9:09 left
in regulation play when senior
captain Grover Woolard got
his fifth foul of the game. At
the time, Murray led 55-54. ,
But for the next 20 minutes.
Woolard: showed _ -more
-leadership on the bench than
what most captains show .on
the floor as he was constantly
up beside head- coach Fred




was e ero. ;ars 'r,
Randall. Blasingame, Muff,
Warren, Jarrett, Donnell
• Everyone was a hero, in-
cluding the fans who made the
trip to Bowling Green.
7
Muff had 23 points and 11,
rebounds in his best effort of
the: seaStni Blasingame, also
having his best genie of the
year, had 21 point's and seven
rebounds.
Jimrny Warren, who hit the
game-winning shot, scored 19
points from the long range
while Randall had 12 points, 10
rebounds and four assists.
Rlacingamo- Nag  simply 
unbelievable. Trip after trip
down the floor, he was ridden
and beaten under the boards.
But trip after trip,
Blasingame stuck with it. 
"When Grover Fouled out. he
tOldiutia-hancul there and get
this one for him and myself.
We had never, beaten Western
since me and Grove have been
here," Blasingame said.
"We kept it together. We
even held hands at the outset
of the second overtime,'.'
Blasingame added.
Muff said it was the most
exciting game in which he htis
ever played. . •
Sunday afternoon, Jimmy
Warren . went, out to practice,
on the advice -of Jim Calvin,
and shot 100 extra shots from
the field.
"Coach- Calvin told me it
would help. And I knew as
soon as I shot that,last shot of
the game, it was going in,'"
Warren added. • -
As happened last. Saturday,'
the Racers rose from the
clead, and again, as last
Saturday, even the people' on
the bench were heroeS.
With the win, the-Racers-go' -
tO 13-4 overall and 5-1 in' the
league, leaving them in a two-
way tie with Austin Peay for
the lead. Murray will meet
Austin Peiy Saturday in
Clarksville and there will be
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fg-fp ft-fta rb pf
3-10 0-1 10 5 6
Terry s-p 0.0 10 5 10
Bryant 12-21 0-0 9 5 24
Ashby 6-13 0-2 2 1 '11
Prance 9-16 4.$'3 2 22
Burns 4-41 5-7 4 13
Burbach 0-1- 041 0 1 0
Slunn 04 0-2 0 ,3  0 
Giegory 01 04-1- f 11
van Hoiden 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Totals 39-75 9-20 52 26 117
-
Murray 36 31 10 12-8S




copy of Ttio Morrey Ledge I
Timm by 5:30 p m Monday-
er by 3:351 p FM editor •
dayeere griped to cell 753 191i
Wyman 5:30 p. at. sad Op. mt.,
.e30 p.
p. a, Saterdayt, to mere
delivery of floe newspaper. Calls
meet be plecedttear.-wtrayttitit—





FAR LANDS TRAVEL AGENCY
Consuf1/41,0
FOR TOURS, CRUISES, HOTELS MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS.
No Charge by us.
Price some as direct.
For Information and
Travel Literature call 1
753-GOGO (4646)
'laity House Office Building,
711 Mon Street
Everything in the store is on sale. Values up to 50% Off
Sale Ends Feb. 5
Athletic Shoes Up TO 40% Off
On Selected Styles of...
Puma, Nike, Adidas, Converse, Pro Keds, Bata, Tretorn, Spot Built.
All Shoes at least 10% off including the Converse All-Star
DENNISON-11UNTSPORTMG .ROODS
-
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Ciid4,--441e -said- -- -v --4.1 -.,-,rn rim-4 n'irnm val. ofisa.. ' W. A. Beuclreaux,---Hounia,-
..4ght not_iDc-imade-- • —MLA SWAIM - _..” -the CitY-a-of Pitt-
.
qew adininistration's firsf-fult, budget, but also frorsn the NEW YORK (AP)- -- Jona. shorgh• - •
than Culler has recently been • He said he called Cincinnati
awarded the'Modern_Lariguagc anti- Covington police through
Association's James Russell the marine operator when the
Lowell Prize, a $1,000 cash walkers ignored his whistle
award given loran outstanding and loudspeaker warnings to
literary or linguistic study.. get. off the ice. 'Culler, currently a university 
Well, what came up 6 mylecturer in French and Fellow
andTutor of Brasenose College, mind was they are more
Oxford University, won the stupid than I am," he drawled
award for his book "Struc- afterward. Boudreaux said. he
torahs; Poetics: Structuralism, shut down when he got within
_ _ __ministration tolci„Coogrtss the delay for at least a year full Linguistics, and the Study a 50' feet of . the walkers: Who
"cussed us out for trying' to
strengthen its- forces- --in----M-X-- missile, , intended ta Culler was born in Cleveland, run them off the  ice:,
caning years to - prevent replace the present generation '°Flin, in 1944 and -*" eni-sed in The towboat was pushing 12-North Haven, Conn. He will be
Russia from becoming the Minuteman missiles in the barges in double tandemProfessor of English and Com-
world-dominant militafy mid-1980s. , 'parative Literature at Cornell stretching 105-foot across and
power. ' Under,the Brown proposal. University starting in Septem- 1,100 long. The barges were
- It vias.leartied Monday thatresearch would be pushed on her 1977. ' .. the-first to go up. river- past
budget year, 1979; but that current fiscal year's $112.8
such a saving is the ad- billion budget.
ministration's goal. To the surprise of the Air
-Since Brown's confirmation Force, Brown did not list
hearing, --the Ford ad- cancellation of the- eon-
ministration subinitted' its troversial B1 bomber,
record defense budget for although , he proposed
fiscal 1978, totalling $123 reducing the number of
billion in spending authority, advance boiribers to be. built
• And,. before surrendering nekt year from eight to five.
Power, the Ford ad- 'However, " Brown would
. United States must steadily scale development of the- big Titerature:".
Brown To Discuss Ways
&f -Cutting Military Spending
WASHINGTON ( AP ) - Brown mcnied toward budget
Pedestrians Pose Murray Middle School Honor Roll
Problem on River Released, For Second Nine Weeks
By BILL VALE
Associated Press Writer
ways of making. the MX CINCINNATI (AP) -
inst a' wogi'Linuch._ af a day for a,
surprise Soviet- knockout stroll, but several hundred
strike.
•
to do it. proposed reductions in more $430 million next year.
Brown was scheduled to _ than 30 programs, including The Army was notified that the). owegiaders-since neither cracked the river Ice front Maria Burnley, Brent Clark,
appear before the committee slowdowns and stretchouts in Hrtiwri -believes about /0,000 Cincinnati, ' Ohio, • or -•:' store to shore. ---'.. 7-, -- - -- Craig Crawford, Patsy
today and members of the sonic major nuclear weapons . men can be trimmed from a Covington, Ky„ ha's any, Police officials were Crawford, Jacque Dean, Tung
panel were expected to programs, cutbacks in Some projected strength of 790,000. jurisdiction -on the river, anxious to prevent a disaster. DOI, Ha Dinh, Diana Duncan,
question hint on how the aircraft and Navy ship- This inet ithifiediate Army although it techinc-ally belongs • • If • someone had fallen , Clay Francis, Sharlisa Ford,
Carter administration hopes building plans, and a 10,800- opposition. The generals to Kentucky. - through the ice, we couldn't Michael Garland, Karen
- to reduce military spending man . reduction-in - Army contend Army • troop strength The strollers -blocked the have got the emergency Green, Mari* Ann Gordon,
while maintaining a U.S. strength, ' ' is now close to its 1'
defen.se posture_ second to The armed services were if it I's tote .able t
none. „ . 
-- - 0 - • given an opportunity to irittie assigned missio,n.
Two weeks ago Brown told against Int proposed clitT, ''I'liera7-75-ey es
the panel .-it's not going to be' which would hit some of their of funds to start its first strike "People were strung Out like Wermeling said Covington is Linda Johnson-, . Cheryl
VesY"-19 satteeze t4 -billiea to - most cherished programs. 1 - - cruiser and reduction - of its a picket fence from the very involved in a suit to annex the Johnston-, Paulette Kelly,
$7 billion from the final Ford pentagon sources said the advanced warship programs; young who could hardly walk rilier "but right now we have Lynne 'Loberger; Wendy
administration defense reduetions outlined by Brown a hydrofoil boat and an air to the old people," said Capt. no jurisdiction and all we can Lovett, Kelly Lovins,
The honor roll for the second Pat Clark, Lisa Clees, David Greg Morton, 
Jackie Morrow,
nine weeks for the seventh and Cooper, Shari Craftbn, Greg Joe 
Oakley, Joe Beth
eighth grades at Murray Cunningham, Stacy --Curd, - Oakley, Scott 
Orr„ .Lynne
Middle School has been Tammy Duncan, Jimmy Outland, Karen 
Parker, Stan
released -by-school Maryjane Estes, Jeff Paschall, Shane 
Phillips, Tina
Students who have achieved Eyrich, Ratterree, Phil 
Resig, David
an academic standingZ2.50 Lay Fitch, Leigh 'ruches; Ryan, - •
to 3.00 are as follows: Christine Grogan: Seat 'Hill, Bill Shelton, 
Becky Studien,
Seventh Grade - Brenda Horning, David Jerry Spann, 
Elizabeth Steut,
..Diana Maras, Mark Austin, Honchul, Dinah Hook, Tanuny `Mike Sykes, 
Michael Taberst
Paul Austin, Carol Beaman, ,Hutson, Candy Jackson; Gary Utley, 
Rene Underhill,
• , Kathy
ficials that -he tentatively he was sworn in. as defense
plans to cid their budgets by secretary.
about $2.8 !Anon, Defense Acting on the basis of
Secretary Harold Brown is to ,studies and recommenikations
tell the Senate Armed Ser.- bY President Carter's defense
• persons went for a promenade .
The Air Force's new F15 on) the Ohio River Sunday
fighter, which showed a big causing a traffic problem for
cost jump last year, would be river traffic.
vices Committee how he plans transition team. Brown-.cut 25 per cent cut or about Police on both sides of the
river were powerless to stop
Tracy ,To Beyer, Steve Blivin, Wayne • Jactson, Robert Molly a
Bobby Boyd, Barry Bogard, Johnson, Starr Jones, Walston,
LaDonna Jones, Tanya Wallace, 
Quiatin
Pain Knipp,' Susan Kurz," Walls, Juin 
Washer, Vanessa
Mary _Laser, Janis Lents,- Weatherford, 
Vickey
Eric Lovins, Kim Lund, Weatherford, 
Kim Whitten,
Marilee McMullin, David ,Wanda 
Williams, Randy
Mikulcik; Sandra Moody, Wilson, and 
Kristi Wright.
limits progress of a 12-barge tow equipment through to save Angie Hale, Don Hargrove,
e its being pushed upriver by the them," said a Cincinnati
; -City -of Pittsburgh before lice oificer. 'cott, }Whet Hood, -Keith
Lisa Harrison, David Heath-










WHY DON'T LOU 6ET BACk
ON 'OUR SCHOOL Ns AND
60 HOME ?! LINUS At%C I
















 -41 IT IAOLLD BE AN AWFUL_
WASTE OF -AtOrkl6kY T(Th r:>ESTROY BILLION
DOLLAR By ILT>114 6 MERELY TO MA/-1
-50f3'.-- .L11 ABNER C













Cincinnati- • last AlfindaY.
Boudreaux said he was
delivering pet-rote-um
proshirts  luekangl.luhrtranta.-
to Pittsburgh, Pa„ from
Cairo, 111.
He was -followed by another
iv,o carrying empty propane
barges. Both were "bulling"
their way through the ice.
Boudreaux • said his' low
-do-is -warn people--of the--
danger of walking-cm-the ice."
John Beatty, a salvage
operator, tried to help talk
people off the Ice from aboard
his large boat.
-The durn fools wouldn't get
out of the war' be said, "i
have never seen anything like
. this and I've been on the river
for 50 years. •
-One -guy asked me to show
my bill of sale for the river
when I told him to get his kids
off,
-I've never seen a barge
tow stopped by pede_striam"
Beatty said.
Beatty, who has been
breaking up ice around local
marinas since Tuesday,- said
the ic-e varies in -thickness
  from one to 14 inches. He also
said. the ice underneath has a
fnushy quality probably from
heated water dumped into the
river from industries.
"I think ,wherf this goes it












50 THEY LEAVES I-4 1M ROT THERE,/4-114Ey
ANDIN FROt,11, THEY PUT,UP A ) ouLDNr











































lemonade vendor Is now its
-beiownTetirdi grade pupil.-
Amy Carter, 9, finished her
first day at Washington's
Thaddeus Steveifs elementary
school Mondai With a nay'
puppy, a few words of-
Spanish, and, presumably, -a
black mark for tardiness on
her next report card.
The puppy, named "Grits;"
was born to teacher Verona
Mender's springer spaniel on
election night. Mrs. Meeder
made the dog a gift to her new
pupil after school ended
Monday.
Amy began learning
Spanish at a special after-
school class- she will attend
three days each week.
Her tardiness was the result
of Mrs. Rosalynn Carter's




minutes to negotiate the eight
impact on consumer prices
throughout the country, the
board said. Industry sources
said prices of a 6-ounce can of
frozen orange juice con-
centrate would rise from an
averageof 22 cents to 31 cents.
The chief crisis facingother
states is fuel, primarily
natural gas,. The Federal
Power_Commigsion.said.plant
shutdowns . because .of gas
cutoffs were most -severe in
Mississippi, Alabama,
-President Carter ... was Georgia, the Carolinas,
re peited considering Pennsylvania-andOhio.
removing federal 'price Ohio Gov. James Rhodes
controls on natural gas in an declared- a stateiride- natural
effort to ease a situation that gas. emergency. Schools and
has 'closed schools to 40,000 businesses scattered around
students and caused layoffs of the state have had to close,
more than 500,000 workers. and the situation worsened
U.S. Agriculture Secretary Monday when Columbia Gas
Robert Bergland said he of °hid, Inc., the state's
monade Vendor would visit Florida -this Week 
biggest supplier, announced al
to review the 'damages. A series of new industrial and
disaster declaration from commercial curtailments.
Bergland would make Columbia Gas of Penn-
us Fourth Grader low-cost loans.growers eligible for- special ..sylvania said Monday it iscutting pff all supplies to large
' An aide said Askew also was industrial cagonici  until at
considering asking Carter to least March 31 because-
large group of reporters and help freezp-irIleti migrant January temperatures were 
workers with special unem-
ployment _compensation, rent
or mortgage assistance and
transportation aid.
Askew issued a state
declaration of disaster
Saturday, directing state and
Amy's 24 elaasmates said local agencies to cut red tape
their day went-almost nor- so migrants could get- such
malty. They said she read welfare assistance as food
ale*, tumbled in gym, and stamps.
ate hot dogs and beans in the Frank Pope, chairman of
school cafeteria. the U.S. Agriculture Depar-
•
44 per cent colder than nor-
mal. _
•The severe weather has also
shut down scores of coal mines
and idled at least a third of
Kentucky's 40,000 miners.
The West has different
problems. Colorado Gov._
Richard Lamm wants to have
clouds seeded to bring snow to.
dry plains and Rocky
Mountain peaks. Some ex-
perts say it's the worst
drought there since the 1930s.
'Survival Kit' Designed For
Mothers With Out-Of-School Kids
LOUISVILLE, Ky. )A1) -
What's a mother to 'do when
her kids spend a month at
home when they normally are
at school? Dorothy Allgeier
has a "survival kit" which is
aimed at the kids, but may be
just As important .1Ai her own
piece of mind.
Several hundred miles
away, another mother, Mrs.
Abraham Lewis, also
replenishes her version of the
survival kit.
Mrs. Allgeier, 'Who has
to- the school. The bell had
rung twice by the time Amy
pulled up.
"We riliscalculatedf& long
it would taiie to get here,"
Mrs. Carter said.
Amy strode right past the
Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS manner?'
1 Chapeau 2 Arabian gar-
A month merit
9 Pronoun 3 Shaded
12 Japanese 4 Tiny particle
spsh 5 Contrition




































33 Scoff 47 Ocean
37 Number 48 Pale
38 Small child 49 Guido's high
39 Buccaneer note
42 Click beetle -51 Halal
14 Without end 52 Dutch town















GAINESVILLE, Fla. (AP) tment's - Florida Emergency
-Latirie-41elatesh1 Diane- - From Florida oranges 'to 
Board, , which met here
--_,,kmiliejangr_mahienciortda tomatoes, consumers -Monday, said-v*iLip
Jeff -Miller; Stacey Mobley, will have to pay more after, losses would 
.amount to '.`at
Don . Moseley, Sherri word that last week's freeze 
least $100 million" and his
Newsome, Katie Overbey, destroyed nearly all the initial 
estimate of citrus losses
Chris Priddy, Brett Puckett, state's winter vegetables and 
was $150 million.
Kathy Roberts, Gene Ftogers, almost half its citrus crop for 
The freeze will have an
Lisa Russell, Todd
Rutherford, Laura Sears,
Kate Shepard, Gina Shipley,
Natalie Simpson, Carql Spann,
Todd Swain, Tina Swift,
Teresa Suiter, Jimmy Sykes,
Shelia Summerville, Lora
Thompson, Lynette Thomp-
son, Jill Thompson, Scott
Turner, Doug Tutt, Mae
ITmar, '&n Underwood, Tern










Cathey, , Tammy Campbell,
photographers who gathered
to record her first day in
--,sehool. It marked the -first
time a president's child has
attended a public school since
1906, when Theodore_
Roosevelt's son Quentin did it.
Diet, by UMW tore . 5.. bc• I • 2 -, 7
losses exceeding $250 nulhon.
As damage estimates
mounted Monday, Gov.
Reubin Askew asked the
federal government to declare
the state an agriculture
disaster area.
The rest of the East,
thawing but threatened by
further cold and snow today,
struggled with crippling
natural gas shortages and
frozen waterways blocking
transport of fuel and supplies.
seven of her nine children at
home, said that she "was
forced to develop my own
survival kit" =after the
Christmas break turned into a
month-lon bEeak
Her kit "includes a sense
.huninran.rt lnt .0/ Attarks. "
she said. "Boy, do these kids'
eat when they have nothing to
Mrs. Lewis, whose children
have been out of school since
Dec. 22, said that her sort Chris
'"misses the other boys, and
Melissa, who is , six, has
forgotten the names of her
friendsin school."
Lunch is always a
frustrating time for Mrs.
Lewis. --
"Chris wants one thing, and
Melissa Wants something else.
How do you keep peace .in the
family?" she asked. ,
Mrs. Allgeier has an an-
swer.
"I get a lot of work out of
mine when they're stuck
indoors," she said. "Keeping
them busi ketic them from
getting rusty."
In addition, "the kids get
their books out - and can-
centrate on their math," Mrs.
Allgeier added. "That's better
than having them' lying
around watching television.
It's not good for them."
Mrs. Lewis said that her
childten don't spend-the day in
front of the TV. -
,̀Itly two are permitted to
watch some programs d
the day, but not many," she
said. "There are other things
they can do to' entertain
ihemselveart- -
ther woman relies on
babysitters, nor does Mrs.
Betty Howell, a bookkeeper





bas_ twiLsels_ of graAcl,
parents, so he just shuttles
nine-year-olds, he's fed up
with the snow."'
So are a lot of Mrs. Howell's
neighbors. She said that
"same of them are 'ready to
climb the wall because of their
kids."
Mrs. Howell said one
woman told her that she is
"spending $15 a day on
snacks. It got so embarrassing
that the woman began going to
a different grocery- every
Flags have been -used,. As
symbols of tribal or group iclen-
tity as far back at-the time of
the early- Cgyptian, Persian,












on apd the' Busipeis
Office . may, be
reached on 753-
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1. Legal Notice
I'M NOT responsible for
nobodys debt., • but my
. awe. Dennis Crass.
2. Notice






Care . .  753-6622
Poison Control  753-7588
Senior Citizens  153-0919
Needline 153-NEED











you to bring your
Volicswagon, Porsche, -









v teo .. ael • ...,




tequested to check the
first insertion of ods for
correc-Sion Thos
- newspaper will be
. responsible for Only
onejncorrect insertion
ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMAIFDIATE-
LY- SO, PLEPtif EKECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND FRNIFir US PROM-
PTLY 'IN CASE OF AN
ERROR.
DO YOU believe the Holy
Bible is God's inspired
word? Would you like to
learn more about God's
plan for you? Call 753-
0984..1t is not a recor-




bring us yours. for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any. size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
10$1403. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
759E0095r -Free -parkin*
lot, use our rear en-
trance.
FOR FREE OIL and
adjust on any sewing
machine. Call
Lakewood, 1-354-8619.




One to the inclement
weather the NEW
CONCORD GROCE-
RY will deliver to
people in the New
Concord area, who










by 12, noon-, the day
&fore\ publication.
A 1 j reader
classifieds Must be












For Only A Dollar
...And That Includes
Coffee And Tax!
One Buck Gets It
Perkins.





















' $.75, at Hornbuckle
Barber Shop; 209 Walnut
Street. Monday-
-ThureTday 7f30-1f:30:
k_Friday & Saturday 7:30-
1:30. Appointment at
home. Call if needed 753-
3685.










LOST FOUR YEAR old
male German Shepherd.





WORK AT HOME in
spare time earn $250.00
per 1000 stuffing en-











Box 188, Albany, MO
64402.
_ $100.00 AND - MORE
weekly possible forking
Part Time at htime. Age
and Education no
barrier. Send self ad-
dressed stamped en-
velope. Kir*: Box 233



















A NEW OPENING for full
time salesperson- for
local_ Wail store in
downtown Murray.
Experience preferred
but will train. Aaply in
own hatidwriting, giving
'past experience,
marital status, list, of
dependents and 3
character, references.







a Choice in your strong-
est career held, and the
complete I•st of Federal
penehts 30 daysclf paid
vacation every year, lob
seturity, and medical/
dental care Look into
the Au' Force now
Serve yourself while
you ser4e yOur cOuntry.
The lady Nomads: .
U.S.A.F. Roadie*, Office
17th IL Broadway
Paducah; RV 42101 •
cal collect 441.2424
Air Forte...A ,






business or if you are
opening a. new business
--with companion
Call Cecil Hudson, -817-


















14. Want To Bt.;










Call 527-1315 or 474-8854.
CONS AMERICAN and
foreign. Also old gold.
Call 753-9232.



























mattress: One year old,
like new. Three crank
model.. Walnut head and
foot board-. Call 753-9909
after 6, 753-2683.
LOFTY PILE, -free from
soil-is the carpet cleaned
*with Blue Lustre, rent
- electric shampooer.. Big
K, Bel Aire Shopping
Center.
PENTA TREATED
lumber 1" and 2"
dimensional stock. Also




• SiVNG SET, good cOn-,
clition. ;Call 753-4757.








and Service, 500 Maple





FOR SALE  - _ag
sewing machine. Full
cash price, $30. Call
Lakewood, 1-354-8619.
19.Farm Equipment
NEED GRAIN _BINS, a.
anewgrain dryer, new Steel'
. building, ,grain cleaner
or new spray equipment
for spring. A_gri-
Products has them. Call
753-2958.
FOR ALL YOUR-fencing-
"needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1-444-6865,
Paducah, Ky.










cage. $30.00 for both. 10
speed bike, $175. Call
753-0260. .
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.









29. Mobile Home Rentals
TWO BEDROON1 trailer
located at Shild) Oaks
Trailer qt. Call 489-2533.
 _
MOBILE HOMES- and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at. Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
30 Business Rentals
20 x SO, CHESTNUT
Northside Shopping





Murray. See or call
James Sills. 753-0748
32 Apartments For Rent
NICE VACANT efficiency
apartment $80.00
monthly, $25 00 weekly.






















NICE Ft RNISElED• one
-small heriroom apart
merit. Inquire at Kenya
Pest ContrOl, 100 South
13th.
ONE OR TWO bedr moo
, ,Also sleepiag rooms.
Zimmerman Apart-
ments So th 16th
Street. Call 753-6609.
DINE SET with six-
chairs $40. Call '53-2963
AVAILABLE NOW
Urethane foam, All
sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767. •
Used furniture, antique




• buy, sell or horsetrade,
607 Muth. 4th. Call 436-
2575.
26 TV Radio
LLOYDS 100 WATTS AM-
FM 8 track solid state
stereo, with G. E. tur-
ntable. $125 or best
offer. Call 753-4029.
27 Mobile Home Sales
1973 12 x 60 .railer for
sale. -Also one trailer for
rent. Calf 753-3473. -
1972 MOBILE HOME. 12
_ x 60, all electric, air
- condition, 2 bedroom,
must sell. Call' 474-2230
or 437-4594.
12 x 65 2 BF-DROOM,
bath, 'living room, kit-
chen. Call 753-4418.
12,1 70 4924 NEW MOON.
Two bedrooms, 1 and 3/4
• baths, all electric. Call-
7514548 after 5 p. 77y:t
29. Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOME (or rent.
Call 753-9104 or 753-9822.
36 For Rent Or leace
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
_soutli aide- court. Aware--
. Mayfield; 2500 sq. - ft:
Call Dal' Boyd, 1-247-
2833.
38 Pets Supplies








cocker Spaniel. Five _
months.- $65. Call 753-
8333.
HOUSE AND LOT, 407 N.
- 3rd Street, Murray, -Ky.
Elsie Bizzell, call 753--
4418. Price, $7,509.
COCKER, -SPANIELS. 
BIG HOUSE for family,
Call 924-4280 or 924-5421, 
renters help pay. Five
Cadiz, KY. - Red . 
bedrooms, 3 bat he,
Geranium. fireplace, central heat.






if interested call 753-
8613
=MEM
II \ELM. KY. a -house
and one acre of land on
Ky 444 and McFarlane
, Road. Good well and
septic system. Many
large trees for a nice
shady homesite. Call
John C. Neubauer,








home at a bargain price.
Home is - well-
.constructed and in-
sulated, has 2 bedrooms;
bath, tivign room and
kitchen. Located on
quiet street in nice
neighborhood. "' Also,
outside storage building
Priced at only $12,750.
- Don't delay, call uS
today on .this excellent
buy. KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222.
FOR SALE - 80 acres,




COZY COMFORT is the
word for this attractive
three_ bedroom brick
veneer home on wooded
corner lot in Westwood
Subdivision. City water
and sewer, 2 baths, all
built-ins in kitchen,
central heat and air,
patio, 2 car garage with
double concrete
driveway. New and
ready for someone to
move right in. You will
love the. up-to-the-
minute 





for - three bedroom •
homes up to the 20's.
Come by Wilson
Insurance-and- --Re-aj-








BY OWNER- 406 South 6th
Street, Brick, 2.'s baths Up-
sfairi -3 bedrooms. storage
room, wall to wall carpet.
Two bedrooms downstairs.
large living room, den, kit-
chen and dining room.
Classed front porch with
heat. Double...gloss enelosed-
back porch. 2 firep/aces, one
las log. Large full basement
- carpeted, s bath, four
separate rooms, rilaundry
room, one kitchen sink,
...shower Double car garage
.. extra room m_back.
completely insulated
Double paved driveway, one
brick outbuilding, fruit




from 7 tol 6
FOR SALE - A 2 bedroom
















extra parts. Call 492-8844
after 6 p. m.
30. IN. HIGH trail mini
Great Christmas





, manifold. Can be seeit at
109 South 12th.
49.Used Cars 8 Trucks
FOR SALE 1970 Buick
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1910 BUICK REGAL,
automatic, power s, arid
air, bild# seate:' AM:
PM stereo tape. 350 four
barrel. Call 489-2666.
1971 TORINO, air, new
-tires, good condition,
one owner. $1150.„ Call
753-6257,
1977 CAMARQ, AM
stereo. Six Cylinder. One
month old. Call 767-2550.
1971 CHEVELLE SS. New
tires;-mags. 1971-11ircr,














rates. ,Hout or contract
Call 753-9391.
GLASS REPAIR WORK
for storm windows and
doors. Window glass,
mirrors, and auto glass




TILE - TILE - TILE.
Complete patio and
porches, brick and tile,
showers, entrance,
19U MUSTANG, six - kitchens. Call 3. R-.
cylinder automatic. Hamilton, 753-8500.
S759. Call 436-2198.
1975 RED CAMARO,
automatic, 350 h. p.
engine-, air and 2 new
tires. Excellent con-
dition. $3,695. Call 753-
8149 after 3 p. m.
1972 CADILLAC El
Dorado, sun roof, AM-




van, mag wheels, :6














SEARS now. Call Doug
laylur at 7332310 for GENER
free estimates for your work,
needs. - ' bank gra
. _ . . .
2306.
ELECTitICALTIVIRING








--Gall 753-4124, South -4th-
Street, next to Drive-In
Theatre. ,
ELECTRICAL REPAIR
-of electric -heat, air
condition, appliances,
water pumps, Water




and service. Call Tony •
Montgomery, 753-6760,
day or night: '
NEED TREES cut;
-firewood, land clearing,






Doug Taylor at 753-231-0
for free estimates.














_Lanytime Call 753-1126fl 
hite gravel,
el. tall 436-
FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal








by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylbr
at 753-2310 -for tree.
estimates.
RENT IIINSENVIC
Ile saw "64-11-4wirtelf- weed
doses carpets as.
EASILY-







ment for 2, 2 _or 4
college girls. dose to
cmdpus. Phone 753-
5865 or 753-5188.
33 Rooms For Rent
ROOMS FOR \ RENT
the country. \ Call 436-
2510.








now. Cali 753-3040 or 762-
2701. . '
COUNTRY • HOME, 30
. acres. Three bedroom, 6
'February- 1..
Referenl-Les. Call 75J-
2594 after 9 p. m.
36. For Rent Or lease
FOR LEASE - Building,
20 x 60 on 305 N. 4th. Call
753-5881
43263.
WANT TO MOVE OUT?
Three bedroom briek in





wall to wall carpetingin
all rooms, built-in kit-
chen ',with one wall
'trick. Central heat and
air, and attached
garage. Large utility
room, could be used as
study. Priced in upper
30's. Call KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222. We
work m all kinds -of
weather.
.r • •-•
1003 SOUTH 16TH ST. 3
bedroom, 2 bath brick .
with caitport. Oentral
gaS heat, . iientral
electric air, wall-lo-wall
cahieting. patio with
gas grill. Very 'desirable
location. Make' an offer!
Owner says. sell'. Call





South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 7531651
ec ra zza nasai
power and air, cruise
control. Extra clean car.
$1575. Also have 1958
Edsel Pacer with rebuilt
engine and refinished
body, $600. If interested
call 753-6564,
1968 1 TON PICKUP. V-8
good -Coridition. $700.
• Call 753-2290.
1976 GM(' TRUCK, Heavy
'-' Duty '65 Series. • Five
" speed-two speed tran-
• smissiun. tike \new.
Very low mileage. Must-
sell; due to illness. Call
474-2230 or 4374594.
-------
1976 OISE TON Chevrolet
truck, low mileage, like
new. Must sell at
bargain price. Call 474-
2230 or 437-4594.
1974 VEGA GT, air\







Grad Torino,' 2 door,
$1275.93'.. Call 901-642-
0282, 901.642-79p6 or 901-
. S42-5728. "
1971 DODGE VAN, 6
cylinder, autoniatic,









Tlien call 753-6614, _
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet .basements
dry; work . completely
guaranteed. Call or
wkite Morgan Con-
siNction ,co., Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.




ficient Service. NO job





Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586. •
RONOMiCALLY-
t ears the stolot








SIX SMALL puppies and ,




dog Small dog. part
Nxidte and' part Terrier
Call 753-0231. -
-
BLACK MA LF: ouppy,
approximately 6 months
oldicree to good home.
LOoks like Labrador
Retriever-. Come by 607
South 4th. ,
\5423.00 re. fieered, reedy to ass Also preset, yesas sio4.00 . .• to 21 60 'tender& Mot we pr•col
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grandSon, -Dr. Harold - Mr-
Swain, Columbus, -Ohio; two
, granddaughters, Mrs. James
(Dorothy) Byrn, Murray, and
Mrs, Merrill (Margaret)
Wise, Jackson, Tenn.; seven
great grandchildren.
• Funeral and burial
arrangements will be directed
by the Miller Funeral Home of
Hazel.
Rites Held Monday
For M. 0. Jordan
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Mrs. _ Lucretia Pa§Chall.
Huoper of Hazel died this
morning at two o'clock at the
Westview Nursing Home. She
was 95 years of age.
The deceased was married
November 5, 1899, to Walter
Gray Hooper who preceded
her in death in July 1954. They
resided on the Hooper family
farm east of Puryear, Tenn.,
before moving to their home in
Hazel in 1944. .
Mrs. Hooper was born
October 2, 1881, and was the
daughter of Johl Wesley
Plschall.Whictied in WM and
Wiry Loive Bray Paschall
who died in 1941. She was
known to her-many friends by
ti4e name of "Miss. Cretia."
One daughter, Robbie B.
Hooper, also preceded her in
death. •
The, Hazel resident- was a
fourth generation member of
the Methodist Church and has Th
e deceased, age 62, was a
been a member of the Mason's mem
ber of the West Paris
BChapel, Conyersville, and apt
ist Church. Born Sep-
tember 7, 1914, she was the
Hazel United Methodist
Churches. She served as 
daughter of the late Walter
children's church school 
Minton and America Reed
teacher for many years and as
a member of the Women's
Society for Christian Service.
Mrs. Hooper is survived-by
two daughters, Mrs. L. E.
Rubye McSwain, Murray,
--and Mrs. - 1414-4-Garrie---1-4
Rev. Kirchoff
Speaker For
Mrs. Utterback Is UCM Luncheon
Dead At Age Of 93
Word has been received Of
the death of Mrs. Mavis Hay
Utterback of Amarillo, Texas,
foriner resident Of -Itoturray;
who died at a hospital there on
Sunday at the age of 93.
Mrs. Utterback was the
widow of Wiley Utterback and
was the- aunt if Miss Clothe
Pool and Mrs. Foreman (01a)„, graduate of Methodist
Graham of Murray. She is Theological School in Ohl& is
currently a member of the
work area on society of the
Memphis Annual Conference
of the United Methodist
Church. He has been 'active in
the Paducah Cooperative
Ministry.
This week's program is the
second ata -series of pragramS,
dealing with the issue of
capital punishment. Last
week, State Senator Richard
Weisenberger spoke on the
legal and legislative
background for the recently
adopted death penalty status,
- Dr. Terry Barrett of the
MSU Department of
Psychology Will speak on
"The Psychological Im-
plications of Capital Punish-
ment" at the UCM luncheon
on Wednesday, February 2.
The luncheons begin at 12:30
and are over by 1:20 pm. with
the cost of the meal being
$1.25. For further information
persons may call 753-3531.
survived by two daughters
and two sons, all of Amarillo,
Texas.
Funeral and burial services
will be held in Amarillo.
Mrs. Bryan Dies At
Westview; Funeral
Planned Wednesday
Mrs. James C. (Frances
Louise) Bryan died Monday at
one p.m. at the Westview
Nursing Home, Murray. She
was a resident of Paris, Tenn.
Minton.
Mrs. Bryan is survived by
her husband, James C. Bryan,
Paris, Tenn., and one brother,
Odell Minton, Van Nuys,
California.
Funeral services will be
Paschall, Puryear, Tenn.; one, held
 Wednesday at two p.m. at
the ebapel of the Roberts
Funeral Home, Mayfield, with
the Rev. Bill Robbins of-
ficiating. Interment will be in








. Final rites for Merritt The Rev. Calvin C. Wilkins
O'Brien Jordan were held has been named as new pastor
Monday at eleven a. m. at the of the Elm Grove Baptist
chapel of the J. H. Churchill Church, located on Highway
Funeral Home with Bro. 94 East, according to a 
Ford Motor
vey Eldei officiating and-spokesman for the (larch_ 
f _ mt_mot _t; DYnam,"
"A Religiaus Perspective
Against Capital Punishment"
will be the topic to be
discussed by the Rev. Rick
Kirchoft pastor of St. -Markt
and Chapel; Paducah, at the
United Campus Ministry
luncheon to be held this
Wednesday at the UCM.
The Rev. Kirchoff, a
the Antioch Church of Christ
singers, where he was a
member, providing the song
service.
Serving as pallbearers were
Dan Winters, Hugh Deering,
Tom Lewellyn, Jerry Hughes,
Carl Doron, Gail Doron,
James Easley, and Harold
Arnett. Burial was in the
Antioch Cemetery.
Mr. Jordan, owner. of Jor-
dan's General Store at Browns
Grove, died Saturday at 9:35
a, m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He was
married to the former Annie
Gatlin who died in 1959, and
later he was married to the
former Myrtle Jones Work-
man, who survives.
He is survived by his wife,
Myrtle, Murray Route One;
one son, James G. Jordan and
his wife, and four grand-
children, Stillwater, Okla.;
step daughter, Mrs. Marian
Workman Lockett, Bryn
Mawr, Pa .1- three stepsons,
Tommy D. Workman,
.. Murray,. and," Max . dunes
Workman and Eddie Work-




Funeral services for Robert
Calvin Owen of 1515 Cardinal
Drive, Murray, were. held
Monday at one p. m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Lawson . Williamson and the
-Rev. Buron Fticherson of-
ficiating and Gus Robertson-
Jr., as soloist.
Jim Neale, Owen Henson
Hale, Leonard Wood, W. B.
Wilson, Harrell Broach, and
James Swann served as
pallbearers and burial was in
the Elm Grove Cemetery.
Mr. Owen, age 79, died
Saturday at 8:55 p. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. His wife, Fannie,
died in 1966. He was a member
of the Sinking Spring 
BaptistChurch.
He is survived by one son,
James Owen, Murray; two
stepsons, Leonard Wood,
Murray, and G. W. Wood,
Trenton, Mich.; three sisters,
Mrs. Ima Falwell, Murray,
Mrs. Lora Hays, Paducah,
and Mrs. Euplecolaon, Alrno;
one brother, . Edwin Owen,
Paducah; five step grand-
children. ,
The. new pastor has been Gen Tire
serving as minister of the
Rev.. Calvin C. Wilkins
First Baptist Church,
Providence, and prior to that
pastorate served for seven
years at the Briensbur.g
Baptist Church near Benton.
While at Briensburg, the Rev.
Wilkins- -SerVed tu
of the Blood River Baptist
Association, composed of
.Southern Baptist Churches in
Calloway and Marshall
Counties.
The Elm Grove pastor has
preached in a number of
churches in Calloway County
and has also served First
Baptist Church, Oran, Mo.,
First Baptist Church, Kut-
tawa, as well as some smaller
churches while a student at
Baylor University and
Georgetown College, where he
completed his college work.
Rev. Wilkins is married to
the former Norma Parrent
of Lyon County. They have one
son, Stephen, age 16, a
sophomore at Calloway
County High School, and two
children David and Rebecca,




Federal State Market News Service
January 25,1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts-Act. 241 Est. saa Barrows &
Gilts mostly $2.00 lower Sows under 450
lbs. 1.00-2.00 lower, over 450 lbs. 3.00-4.00ower
US 1-2 200-Z30 I bs 138.25-38.50 few 38.75
US 1-3 200440 lbs $3775-3$a
US-2-4 244209 lbs $37 00-3775
US 3-4 260-280Ibs . 136.00-3700
Sovis
US 1-2 270-3501ts . $30.00-31 Kr
US 14 900-4501bs $30.00-31.00"
US 14 450-650 Ills . $30.50-31.00
US 2-3300.500 ibis $23 00-30.00
Roars 17.00-19.50
Prices of stock of local interest at noon-
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Murray, are as follows'
Heobtem Inc   31t. -'s
Mc Donalds Corp . 48'. -.1..
Ponderosa Systems 61/2
Kirriberly-Ctark - - 40'. J.
Union Carbide . 58 -a.
W ft Grace .. 31 unc
Texaco   29 -.'.
General Elec
GAF Corp. . . .
ileorgia Pacific 
Pfizer
Jim Walters -335. -I's
Kirsch 18 unc
Disney 431/2 -1/2






Prices of stocks of local interest at noon
today furnished.to the Ledger & Times by
I. M. Simon Co. areas follows:
Indus. Av.... '-200
Airco  " 32 une







Goodrich. , 27's -1/2
Gulf tkl   30k. inc
Pennwalt .... _ 33'. ".
Quaker Oats , 24's unc
Republic Steel 33'. "-
Singer Mfg . 20'. -1/2
Tappan 11'. -
Westerralruon 19". tint
Zenith Radio . 24
Guardsmen Work
On River Channel
MEMPHIS (AP) - Like a
throwback to the days of the
old West. Coast Guardmen at
Memphis are working from
sunup to sunset on a roundup.
"Things are in pretty bad
shape:: Lt. Robert Parsons
said Monday as he sent three
buoy tendert back on the
Mississippi River. -La restore
navigational aids dislodged by
ice.
It was the first time in
several days that the vessels
had been able to leave port.
Since last Thursday, the
Kanawhaarui the Mucking urn,
the buoy tenders stationed at
. Memphis, have been unable to
c(iiiauct their iiiirmarpatrols
which involve checking the
1,800 . buoys . marking the
narrow channel and repairing
lights and other navigational
aids.
Ice made it dangerous for
the Coast Guard vessels to
patrol and almost impossible
for their crews to work.
One of the boats limped
back downstream to iticKeller
Lake below Memphis last
week after damaging one of its
screws on the ice as the vessel
attempted to enter its regular
Wolf River berth.
Ice chunks, some of them as
big as houses_ have been
floating down the Mississippi,
moving the buoys, cutting
them adrift or sinking them.
"I don't know how many' are
still afloat or where they are
right now." said Parsons, who
is group commander.
The missing channel
markers and the already-low
river levels make navigation
,extremelYt. difficult," the
lieUtenant Said. He said only
shati) reduction in barge
traffic is keeping the number
of groundings down.
The Memphis boats
'returned to their patrols
Monday morning along with a
third boat normally stationed
in Hickman, Ky. Parsons said
-Abe Hickman vessel, which
was in Memphis for an
overhaul, will work Nis way
back upriver.




- 'From Florida oranges to
Florida tomatoes, con-
siuners will have to pay
more after word that last
week's freeze destroyed
nearly all the state's winter
vegetables and almost half
ste- citrus_ crop.. for losses
exceeding $250 million. As
damage estimates mounted
Monday, Gov. Reubin Askew
asked' the federal gov.erii-
went to declare the state an
agriculture disaster area.
The rest of the East, thawing
but threatened by further
cold and snow today,
struggled with crippling
natural gas shortages and
frozen 'waterways blocking
transport of fuel and sup-
plies.
NEW-YORK (API -
C;eiirge MCGovern strolled tb
the podium, drew a deep
breath and began addressing
Ms audience on foreign
policy. Another Senate
speech by the South Dakota
Democrat? No, it was
Professor McGovern
elaborating on his favorite
topic, the Vietnam War.
McGovern returned to the
c011ege classroom Monday
evening after a 21-year
hiatus, delivering the first of




VENTURA, Calif. (AP) -
If Rover gets romantic on
the loose, better keep him
tightly leashed when in
Ventura County. Under a
proposed pet control
program, you could be fined
$50 for any little Rovers. The
Animal Regulation
Committee in this county 30.
miles up the coast -from- Los
Angeles DA proposed the
fines as a way of curbing an
overpopulation of- pets. The
ordinance would require
dogs and cats to have a
special permit before they
are allowed to mate. The
permit would cost the pet's
owner $10 a year.
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON AP) -
Senate leaders expected a
-long-debate today- before
Atlanta lawyer Griffin B.
Bell was confirmed as at-
torney general. The Senate
set aside up to eight hours to
debate President Carter's
nomination of his longtime
friend to head the Justice
Department. Bell was the
next to last earter Cabinet
nominee to face a Senate
vote.
WASHINGTON I AP) -
After putting the price lid
back on gasoline, President
Carter is considering taking
,the lid off natural gas prices
in an effort to cope with a
shortage that has closed
schools and caused layoffs of
as many as 500,000 workers.
Carter's top energy adviser,
James R. Schlesinger,
worked with congressional
committee staffs on Monday
to draw up possible
emergency legislation aimed
at easing the natural gas
problems,. .which have been
aggravated by this, winter's
bitter cold.
WASHINGTON .( AP ) -
After telling Pentagon of-
ficials that he tentatively
plans to cut their budgets by
about $2.8 billion, Defense
Secretary Harold Brown is to
tell the Senate Armed Ser-
vices Committee how he
plans to do it. Brown was
scheduled to appear before
the committee today and
members of the panel were
expected to question him on
how the Carter ad-
mi Stration hopes to reduce .
military spending while
maintaining a U.S. defense
posture second to none.
INTERNATIONAL
LONDON I AP - Foreign
Minister Anthony Crosland
has offered to fly to Rhodesia
if his trip would help revive
peace talks between black
nationalist leaders and the
white minority government
of the breakaway British
colony. Crosland told a
television interviewer he had
ordered Ivor Rithard! the.
British chairman of the
Rhodesian • iegotiations in
Geneva, to remain in
southern Africa for the time
being. despite Rhodesian
Prime Minister Ian Smith's
rejection_ Monday of
proposals which the British
hoped would roVide a .basis
for revival ot the Geneva
BONN, West Gerinan'y i'AP
Vice President Walter F.
• Mondale confers with West
German leaders today about
the Western world's economic
problems and West Ger-
many's sale of controversial
nuclear equipment to Brazil.
Chancellor Helmut Schmidt
at a news conference in
London Monday Called for a
."concentrated operation" by
the United States, West
Germany and Japan to
stimulate international trade
and economic growth.
Schmidt, who had been
meeting with British Prime
Minister James Callaghan,
said a program of joint
economic action st-Sidd be
worked out for consideration _
at the summit conference
which President Carter will
attend in May with the
government chiefs of Britain,
West Germany, France, Italy
and Japan.
The chancellor, whose
country has the strongest
economy is Western Europe,
said there is no lack of money;
the problem is that "it isn't
distributed benevolently"
among the nations. He said
such more prosperous
countries as the United States,
West Germany and Japan
should act together to
stimulate their economies so
they would help other nations
by buying more from them.
_ 
.
Mondale noted during a
news conference Monday that
The Houston-McDevitt
C.inic has announced the
addition of Dr. Billy P'Pool to
Dr. Billy P'Pool
its medical staff in the
capacity of family practice.
Dr. P'Pool, the son of Mr.
and Mrs: Daniel "Willie"
P'Pool of Hopkinsville, is a
graduate of Hopkinsville High
School. He served in the U. S.
Army _where he acquired
training as an x-ray
technician and upon his
discharge worked' as a
registered technician at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He completed his B.
A. degree at Murray State
University in 1970.
He thee worked as a
technician at. Norton
Children's Hospital in
Louisville and earriecl his M.
D. degree from the University
of Louisville School of
Medicine in 1974.
Dr. P'Pool entered the U. S.
Public Health Service with the
rank of senior assistant in 1974
and served an internship at
USPHS Hospital in New
Orleans. He has -.been in
general practice in DaciX
since July 1975.
He is married to the former
Laurel Parker of Murray and
they have two children,
William (Billy), age 11, and
Mark, age 8. They are
members of the Methodist
Church and will soon be
residing in Murray.
Dr. P'Pool's office is located
in the in-service room in the
Murray-Calloway County
emergency room section.
Persons_ desiring an ap-
pointment with Dr. P'Pool
should register at the business
office of the clinic in the
Convalescent Division of the
-"hospital, 803 Poplar St. Dr.
P'Pool may be reached for







Senate leaders of both parties
predict that Atlanta lawyer
Griffin B. Bell will be con-
firmed as attorney general by
a substantial margin, despite-
a scheduled lengthy debate on
his nomination.
The full Senate set aside up
to eight hours today to debate
President Carter's nomination
of his long-time friend to head
the Justice Department. Bell
was the next to last Carter
Cabinet nominee to face a
Senate vote.
Eight Carter Cabinet
nominees were approved last
Thursday and a ninth on
.Monday, when the Senate
confirmed Josephi A. Califano
Jr. as secretacy of health,
education and welfare by a 95
to 1 vote after a brief debate.
The negative vote was cast by
Sen. Robert Packwood, op-
Ore., who cited CalifanO's
opposition to abortion.
The Senate will consider the
llth and last member of
Carter's Cabinet, Secretary of
Labor-designate F. Ray




Bell's confirmation last week
by a 10-3 vote after six days of
hearings at which some black
leaders and liberal spokesmen
assailed his civil rights
record.
Sen. George S. McGovern,
the spread of nuclear material
and technology would also be
one of the topics --ire would
discuss in Bonn. .
President Carter and his
vice president share the Ford
administration's opposition to
the agreements West Ger-
many and France have made
with Brazil and Pakistan,
respectively, to sell them
reprocessing plants that could
convert used nuclear fuel into
plutonium usable in atomic
bombs.
Both West Germany and
France have banned future
exports of nuclear
reprocessing technology, but
both have,:refused to cancel
the agi eements with DI tail
and Pakistan. Schmidt said
last .week his government
would fullfil its "contractual
obligations" with Brazil. But
the West German government
was reported looking for a
way to get out of selling the
reprocessing plant without
jeopardizing the rest of the $4
billion deal.
Bonn is the second stop on
Mondale's 10-day swing
around the world to meet with
the leaders of America's
major allies in Western
Europe and Japan. He flew to
Bonn Monday night from
Brussels, where he met with
officials. of the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization and the
European Common Market




FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) -
A South Central Bell
Telephone Co. official has
argued that opponents of the
company's proposed $44.5.
million rate increase are
ignoring some of the in-
creasing expenses confronting
the eompany.
The state _Public Service
Commission heard testimony
Monday on the requested
increase, and gave both sides
until Feb: 25 tO &fiefs
before the commission
decides whether to grant it.
South Central Bell is
Kentucky's largest telephone
company, . serving about
671,000 customers in Louisville
and other exchanges across
the state.
John McCabe, an ac-
countant called as a witness
by the state attorney generars
Consumer Protection
Division, testified that South
Central Bell needs only a $4.5
millionincrease.
Dan Matheson, a South
Central Bell vice- -president
called as a rebuttal witness,
said McCabe's figures did not
allow for depreciation of
buildings and equipment, and
that more money is needed
because Of rising construction
and equipment cosik.
He. said the request . 'was
calculated "very -con-
servatively." - •
A F!SC spokesman 'said the
commission did not have an
estimate of the effect of the
increase on an individual
customer's bill. He Said it
would vary greatly in dif-
- ferent areas served by South
Central Bell.
The company's. last rate
'increase, which raised its
annual revenues $15 million,
was granted Dec. 31, 1975.
The - PSC also received
prepared testimony Monday
in favor of a rate increase
requested by Louisville Gas &
Electric Co.
The company is asking to
raise its average residential
bills by $2.76 a month fir
electricity and 78 cents -a
month for gas. The proposal
would increase annual
revenues by $29.5 million.
The PSC scheduled. a
hearing Feb. 23 for cross-
examination of company
representatives by in-
tervenors, which include the
attorney general's 'Consumer.
Protection Division., the city of
Louisville and the Jefferson
County Fiscal Court.
_
Helvius Gains ('inna. B man
poet and .author of the . epic
poem "Stn)rna,- if.a4 lulled by
a mob during the- funeral of
,lujius Caesar. Be .was confused
with on of Caesar's assassins,
Lucius qornelies Cinna, by the
crowds attending the funeral.
1)-S.D., said Monday he op-
posed Bell's nomination. But
the senators in B l's orner
included Maj ty Leader
Robert Byrd, Minority Leader
Howard H. Baker Jr. andsuch
Democratic liberals as,
Edward' M. Kennedy of
Massachusetts and Birch
Bayh of Indiana.
Baker . -said -he had some
reservations about Bell, but
would still vote for him. "I
don't think there will be a
great number of Republicans
against him and I expeet him
'to be confirmed by a sub-
stantial margin," Baker said.
The three votes against Bell
in the committee were cast by
Republicans - Charles
Mathias of Maryland, John
Chafee of Rhode Island and
John Heinz of Pennsylvania.
Bell, 58, who called himself
moderateL pledged during
his confirmation -hearings to
enforce civil rights laws
vigorously as attorney
general. He said that during
nearly 15 years on the 5th U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals in
New Orleans, he desegregated
more school districts than any
living judge.
Carter called Bell's civil
rights record superb when he
chose Bell for the key Cabinet
post.
One count raised against
Bell by his critics was that in
1970 he wrote a letter
recommending confirmation
of G. Harrold Carswell, his
longtime friend and law school
classmate, to the Supreme
Court. The Senate rejected
former President Richard M.
Nixon's nomination of Car-








plans to meet with boy. Julian
Carroll to discuss the 
feasibility of establishing a
panel to review proposed
insurance rates.
The commissioner currently
has the authority to review
and apprmie rates  
Carroll indicated during the
special legislative session last
month that he favors review
by a panel, rather than
leaving rate approval solely to
the insurance commissioner.
McGuffey came under
heavy fire last summer, when
the department approved
workmen's compensation rate
increases averaging 32.5 per
cent.
But McGuffey defended his
action Monday, saying,
"We've always said (the
rates) might be inadquate."
At legislative hearings held
last fall to try to solve the
problem of rising premiums,
McGuffey said he had to
approve the increase, because
without it, "we wouldn't have
had a marker."
Carroll has said his desire to
change the insurance rate
review procesi doesn't reflect
on McGuffey's performance
but on the of the
insurance - commissioner's
post.
McGuffey said Carrall. told
him he had "no definite'
proposal in mind," but wanted
to discuss the panel idea with
him.
Carroll's press secretary,
John Nichols, said no meeting
Ransdell Rites
Held Today
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -
Funeral services will be held
today for Lena Ransdell, a
Louisville elementary school
librarian who won national
recognition for her ideas
stimulating interest in
libraries.
Mrs. Ransdell, who died
Saturday at age 73, introduced
such innovations as having.
small animals share shelf
space with books. She retired
in 1972 after 32 years of ser-
vice in the Louisville school
system. -
has been scheduled with
McGuffey, but added that the
governor cfid want to consult
with the commissioner before
taking any action.
Meanwhile, McGuffey said
he expects to receive rate
filings for -workmen's com-
pensation insurance 'from the
New York-based couiicil that
 prepares_th0n this week.  
He said the department
would review those filings and
would hold a public hearing
sometime next month.
The new rates will be
retroactive to Jan. 1.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. M.
354.8, down 0.4.
Below dam 301.9, down 0.1.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 354.3,
down 0.4.
Below dam 315.9, down (la.
Sunset 5:13. Sunrise 7:05.
Moon sets 10:40 p. m., rises
Tuesday 10:19 a. m.
Afraid You're
Going Deaf?
Chicago, Ill. - A free offer of
special interest to those who
hear but do not understand
words has been-announced by
Beltone. A non-operating
model of the smallest Beltone
aid of its kind will be given ab-
solutely free to anyone an-
swering this advertisement.
Send for this non-operating
model, put it on and wear it in
the privacy of your own home.
While many people with
hearing loss will not receive
any significant benefit from
any hearing aid, this non-
working model will show you
'how tiny hearing help can be,
and it's yours to keep, free.
The actual aid weighs less
than a third of an ounce, and
it's all at ear level, in one unit.
These models are free, so
we suggest you write for yours
now. Again, we repeat, there
is no cost, and certainly no
obligation. Thousands have
already been mailed, so write
today to Dept. 5148, Beltone
Electronics, 4201 W. Victorial
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